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ABSTRACT 

 

Demand forecasting is the function to foresee the amount of goods or services the 

customers will demand in future. Providing the capability to satisfy current and future 

demand is a fundamental responsibility of operations management. Get the balance 

between capacity and demand right and the operation can satisfy its customers cost 

effectively. Get it wrong and it will fail to satisfy demand and have excessive cost. Having 

established long-term capacity, operations managers must decide how to adjust capacity of 

the operations in the medium term. This usually involves an assessment of the demand 

forecasts over a period of 2-18 months ahead, during which time planned output can be 

varied. Operations managers can make short-term capacity adjustment, which enable them 

to flex output for a short period on a predicted basis. Capacity plan can be affected by 

quality of goods or services. Because for quality defects it may requires capacity 

adjustments which involve large fluctuations in capacity levels, by hiring temporary staff 

for example. The new staff and the disruption to the operation’s routine working could 

increase the probability of errors being made. In order to deliver the products within 

stipulated time and cost effectively it is necessary to reduce quality defects. This research 

has been conducted in these contexts. The forecasting method best fit company’s demand 

is find out and investigated whether the current production process is under control in the 

company for this product and the process with highest defect rates is also find out and 

finally make suggestions for improving the quality control.  The forecasting method that 

best fit company’s demand and improved quality control provides a basis for improvement 

in terms of capacity plan. To make efficient capacity plan and future capacity adjustment, 

reasonable forecast and improved quality control provides better input. This will enable 

the company to act more prudent way in future. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Introduction 

Ready Made Garments (RMG) is the leading sector in Bangladesh in terms of foreign 

currency earnings. Bangladesh is the second largest garments exporter next to China. It 

contributes 80% of total export earnings. In Bangladesh there are 4 million people, 

working in around 6000 garments factories and approximately 80% people of them are 

female. In FY (fiscal year) 2012-2013 Bangladesh reached the export value 21b (billion) 

USD (21515.73m (million) USD). In FY 2013-2014 the strategic target was 24147.31m 

USD by export promotion bureau of Bangladesh, but in July 13-April 14 it reaches 

19970.02m USD that is 2.72% more than the strategic target (19441m USD) during this 

time. RMG sector has set a target to earn 30b USD by 2015 and 50b USD by 2021. Low 

labor cost, efficient worker, different organizational support and government support are 

the main strengths of this sector. Bangladesh market share is 5% of total global RMG 

market of 450b USD. In FY 2012- 2013 Bangladesh exported 1972.89m USD of shirts, 

5185.48m USD of trousers, 2634.28m USD of jackets and 5143.22m USD of t-shirts. The 

major importers are European Union, USA and Canada. Knit garments are exported to 148 

countries and woven garments are exported to 132 countries. The major buyers are Wal-

Mart, Target, Marks and Spencer, Tesco, Levi‘s, Zara, JC Penny, GAP, C & A, UNIQLO 

etc. 

The readymade garment (RMG) industry acts as the backbone of Bangladesh economy 

and as a catalyst for the development of the country. Bangladeshi people take pride in the 

sector that has been fetching billions of dollars as export earnings and creating jobs for 

millions of people in the country. The elimination of quota system by developed countries 

importing garments and rising labor costs in that decade impeded the growth of this 

industry in East Asian nations and created new opportunities for the sector of Bangladesh. 

Since the nineties the sector has played the biggest role in the ever-growing export sector 

of Bangladesh. In 1982-83, the RMG sector had a 1.1% stake in the total export. In 2012-

13, this grew to 79.63%. It takes up 10% of the GDP, 14-15% when put together with 
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complementary industries. In 2012-13, this sector made an export income of 21.1 billion 

US dollars. 

The RMG sector is the largest employer in the country and is considered the backbone of 

the country. In 1980, there were 50 garment factories in the country and they employed a 

few thousand. In 2012, there were 5400 factories in the country and employed about 4 

million workers of whom 85% were women. For this reason, this sector is called the single 

largest employer of women in the country. This employment of rural low-income women 

has given them economic freedom and increased their participation in the economic 

development of Bangladesh [1]. 

 
1.2  Background of the Thesis 

Managing demand is vital for any organization, which includes functions like demand 

estimation through forecasting, planning (short term) capacity for that level of demand, 

adjustment of demand against defect rate and others, etc [2]. Target production volume is 

determined from the above plans. Any mismatch may affect the operations of the whole 

supply chain [3]. A major problem faced by apparel companies is estimation error, which 

forces them to wait until the order is finalized. This leads to delay in starting procurement 

of inputs, although it can be started little earlier if demand estimation can be done 

properly. For that reason, the ability to develop accurate forecasts is critical in this 

industry [4, 5]. In the fashion industry, products are usually characterized by long 

replenishment lead times, short selling seasons and nearly unpredictable demand and 

therefore, inaccurate forecasts. All these features make the issue of forecasting demand 

particularly challenging. Companies in the fashion industry have been trying to manage 

the demand for many years, which has brought about the development of a number of 

specific forecasting methods and techniques [6, 7]. 

RMG sector is the leading industrial sector in Bangladesh, where every order is different, 

but some materials are common. This fact has lead this company (under study) to estimate 

the demand with higher accuracy, through three efforts, namely gross estimation, prior 

capacity adjustment before production and adjustment for predicted defects. This project 

aims to prepare forecast with demand and capacity adjustment. 
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1.3  Objectives of the Thesis 

The objectives of this research are: 

1) To identify the right forecasting method that best fit the selected company’s 

past demand of selected input materials. 

2) To identify defect and alter rate for necessary adjustment in production 

volume. 

3) To suggest for reduction in defect rate. 

 

1.4  Outline of Methodology 
 

The following step-by-step methodology applied to this research project: 
 

a) Studied  the target case knit garment industry 

b) Collected the data regarding demand and quality defects for the previous years 

c) Applied different forecasting methods such as moving average, exponential 

smoothing, regression analysis etc. and identified the demand pattern 

d) Applied selected SQC tools to identify, analyze and improve defect situation 

e) Identified the characteristics that forces for frequent alter decisions 

f) Suggested for necessary adjustment 

g) Recommendations 

 

1.5  Company Profile 
 

X Apparels Ltd is a 100% export oriented knit vertical integrated Company. The facility 

situated at Chandora, Kaliakoir, Gazipur, Bangladesh. The factory has started its operation 

from 2002. The corporate office and factory building at present address take up an area of 

more than about 131000 square feet and factory occupied 350000 square feet for occupied 

production process. X Apparels Ltd is manufacturing all types of Knit garments like 

Fashion T-shirts, Polo shirts, Knitted shorts, Leggings Nightwear and School wear etc. 

The factory ensures Safe/Metal-free garments, as per customer's requirements, through 

practicing Metal Detection & Needle/ Metal Control procedures. Major customer of the 

company are Marks & Spencer, Tesco, Kohl’s, Sainsbury, H&M, Zara, Mother Care, 

Tchibo, Cotton on, Mango, New Yorker, Saninsbury etc. The company is certified by 

WRAP, ISO 9001:2008, Organic, Oko tex. 
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  CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Forecasting 

Predicting the future position has gained a great importance both from the point of the 

companies and national/international economies. Demand forecasting systems, besides 

providing the company keeping up with changing market conditions easily, provide 

convenience to the company in operational applications with its strategic and managerial 

level plans. Forecasting applications developed by contemporary methods, have gained a 

wide strength especially in today’s business economy. With this scope, monitoring the 

change, and being able to understand the market expectations correctly and modeling are 

the bases of developing a successful mechanism in the future. 

In today’s complex world, administrators are faced with planning and decision-making 

process of whose results are vital for businesses.Within this scope, forecasting has become 

a must, not an ordinary study. Forecasting sales and the determination the amount of the 

product which will be on sale are the first things to start working on while planning. For 

that reason, the demand forecasting of the product that will be produced should be done. 

The planning cannot be regarded without determining the demand of the product to be 

produced. Because the raw materials, packing, catalogue, semi-manufacturing, machine, 

manpower and investment requirements will be determined according to these planning. 

Demand forecasting is the function to foresee the amount of goods and services the 

customers will demand in the future. Forecasting forms the basis of production plans and 

the business. Demand forecasting such as which product to produce, the amount the 

consumer demand from these product, the most probable dates on which these demands 

will actualize are determined in advance. In demand forecasts, numerical and non-

numerical applications are used. Non-numeric demand forecasting is based on the 

information and experience of the forecaster. And, numerical methods of demand 

forecasting compromise of techniques based on cause and effect relationships and methods 

based on time series analysis. 
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Forecast techniques are used during decision-making process of enterprise. Enterprises 

should be aware of factors such as time interval permanent -Long term results of 

decisions, reaching data-set, quantity of obtained data, cost, margin of error and 

qualification of decision makers. Demand  forecast  is  used  by the  whole  functions  of  

the  enterprise  that  undergoes  changes  on  its  process. Depending upon strategical 

changes, business plan is determined; depending upon business plan, budget is 

determined; depending upon budget and business plan, functional targets and actions are 

determined. Both strategical - administrative - plans and support process must be aware of 

demand forecast, while generating their own plans and targets [8]. 

Forecasting demand is a crucial issue for driving efficient operations management plans. 

This is especially the case in the fashion industry, where demand uncertainty, lack of 

historical data and seasonal trends usually coexist. The research question that therefore 

arises about forecasting in fashion industry is its necessity and the approaches and 

methods that may be more fitting with the actual context.  The purpose of this paper is to 

discuss the actual state of the context in the fashion industry compared with the demand 

forecasting approaches developed over the last few years. The aim is to understand which 

forecasting methods are more effective under the current conditions [5]. 

The fashion industry has been in a state of transition over the past 20 years due to pressure 

from many factors: (a) Needs for reducing cost: as with many other industries, fashion has 

needed to reduce its cost base to increase competitive advantage; the main result of this 

tendency has been to buy materials and move production to developing nations where 

production is cheaper due to lower labour cost. (b) Globalization: in terms of both 

production and retailing, this is a growing trend in many companies for gaining a 

substantial cost advantage. However, to source product and materials off‐shore has in 

many cases led to significantly longer lead‐times. (c) Increase of customer requirements: 

the market has evolved from mass fashion into the segmented fashion. Moreover, in the 

fashion industry, customer tastes change dynamically and their expectations are varied. 

Companies are expected to meet the requirements of the customer on both a product and 

service level. For instance, fast fashion has increased its share in the apparel market, as 

customers expect greater variety and frequent design changes. Retail stores have a critical 

role in creating brand image and have an influence on customer satisfaction. Finally, 

service level quality, as noted by Rayman et al. is one of the major parameters for 
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customer satisfaction. (d) Technology:  has  impacted  the  fashion  industry  in many  

ways  and  has  contributed  to  the increase in customer requirements through a dramatic 

rise in the instantaneous knowledge of new trends and brands. Additionally, it has 

improved the capability of retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers for sharing data and 

making better business decisions. Out of this came two important advances: (i) Automatic 

replenishment, allowing manufacturers to automatically ship goods when inventory falls 

below agreed upon thresholds and (ii) Value Chain Initiative (VCI), where standardized 

codes and linkage have been developed throughout the industry. 

As a result of the above‐mentioned factors, the fashion industry is now synonymous with 

rapid change and the organization’s flexibility and responsiveness. Recent trends across 

the fashion industry are: (a) Vertical integration and outsourcing (b) Agile Supply Chain 

(c) Quick Response. Many authors agree on characteristics typically exhibited by products 

in the fashion industry are: short life‐cycles, short selling season, and long replenishment 

lead times. Regarding the features of the demand in fashion industry, it has following 

features: high impulse purchasing, high volatility, low predictability, tremendous product 

variety, large variance in demand and high number of stock keeping units. 

Demand forecasting is one of the biggest challenges for retailers, wholesalers and 

manufacturers in any industry, and this topic has received a great deal of attention from 

both researchers and practitioners. The question is whether the forecasting approaches are 

applicable and useful within the fashion industry. Traditional forecasting methods, such as 

exponential smoothing, are designed for smooth, high‐volume demand and don’t work 

well with intermittent, erratic or lumpy demand. 

There are many papers that propose the use of statistical methods in order to forecast 

demand. This first group includes the extension of standard methods and variants of the 

Poisson model, a model based on binomial distribution, as well as Croston’s model and its 

variants and bootstrap methods. Many authors have compared models and the general 

consensus is that performance should vary significantly according to the level of attributes.  

Particularly, if the demand pattern has a high level of lumpiness or erractiness, which is 

likely in fashion demand and often causes poor performance with statistical methods. 

Moreover, Gutierrez et al. 2008 clearly demonstrated that traditional time‐series methods 

may not always capture a nonlinear pattern in data. Expert systems, such as an Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN), are a logical choice for overcoming these limitations. Many 
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authors have obtained impressive results through ANN and we can even count some 

interesting applications to fashion demand among these. However, the same authors found 

that while the ANN model can yield accurate forecasts, the required forecasting time can 

be a large barrier to its real‐world applications. This is because the training time required 

by ANN strongly increases according to the complexity or variety of the data. This 

limitation renders it impractical with the feature of the short selling season in the fashion 

industry and the requirement of responsiveness, too. Various techniques in managing the 

level of uncertainty focused on the development of a single algorithm or framework and 

attempted to measure the performance of such a framework against existing ones, often 

through a simulative approach. Though somewhat dated, the most interesting contribution 

comes from Bartezzaghi includes the main causes of demand lumpiness as: High 

numerousness of potential customers, High heterogeneity of customers, Low frequency of 

customer requests, High variety of customer requests, High correlation between customer 

requests. It is easy to verify that the above‐mentioned features are common in the fashion 

industry and it is logical to presume that the main attribute of demand in the fashion 

industry is in fact lumpiness. 

Bartezzaghi even proposes two approaches for managing uncertainty typically present in 

lumpy demand: (a) Early sales- this method exploits information from actual orders that 

have already been received for future delivery. Making Bayesian use of information from 

actual orders already received provides some degree of correlation between the unknown 

and known portions of the demand. (b) Order over‐planning: another approach for 

anticipating future lumpy requirements is to exploit the early information that a customer 

generates during his purchasing process before he places his actual order. Order over‐

planning uses as forecasting unit each single customer order instead of the overall demand. 

There are many different methods for and approaches to forecasting. However, product 

and supply chain features of the fashion industry remain dominant factors. It is therefore 

not surprising that the most famous brands have decided to focus on improving their 

supply chain performance. This does not mean that Zara or H&M do not forecast demand; 

more likely, they instead rely on marketing approaches. Having a more populated 

historical series is a key point for facilitating the use of a range of effective forecasting 

methods. The basic idea is then to use the features of products (colour, size, etc.) that are 

repetitive in each season as forecasting units. In fact, Zara has just demonstrated that 
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colour is a more important feature than model or type of clothes. Expected advantages of 

this idea are: decrease the level of lumpiness through an effective choice of product 

features and improve performance of statistical forecasting methods [5].  

The automotive sector is one of the core industries of the Indian economy. After allowing 

continuous economic liberalization in since 1991 the auto industry has witnessed a 

phenomenal growth in the last two decades. For the sales forecasting to be accurate, 

managers need to consider all or some of the following factors: historical perspective, 

business competence, market position, generic economic conditions, price index, intra-

company trends, product trends, sources and magnitude of product demand. Management  

analyzes  previous sales experience  by  product lines,  territories,  classes  of  customers,  

and  other  relevant details. Management needs to consider a time line long enough to 

detect trends and patterns in the growth and the decline of sales volume. The ability of a 

company to respond to the results of a sales forecast depends on its production capacity, 

marketing methods, financing, and leadership, and its ability to change each of these to 

maximize its profit potential. Sales forecasting also considers the competitive position of 

the company with respect to its market share; research and development; quality of 

service, pricing and financing policies; and public image [9]. 

Sales forecasting can have a crucial impact on the success and performance of companies. 

Inaccurate forecasts presumably lead to stock-outs or over stock inventories which result 

in losses for the companies. In particular, within the retail and consumer-oriented 

industries, such as the electronic market or the fashion industry, accurate forecasts are 

essential. For sales forecasting purposes, statistical techniques, such as exponential 

smoothing, ARIMA, Box & Jenkins model, regression models or Holt-Winters model, are 

often applied. Newer approaches introduce the application of advanced techniques such as 

neural networks or data mining models. In order to increase the forecasting performances, 

more often hybrid models are developed to use the advantages of different models for a 

new combined approach. Especially, hybrid models seem to be accurate in sales 

forecasting. Xia and Wong (2014) proposed the differences between classical methods 

(based on mathematical and statistical models) and modern heuristic methods. In the first 

group, they name exponential smoothing, regression, Box–Jenkins, autoregressive 

integrated moving average (ARIMA), generalized autoregressive conditionally 

heteroskedastic (GARCH) methods. Most of these models are linear and are not able to 
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deal with the asymmetric behaviour in most real-world sales data. In contrast, the modern 

heuristic methods are mostly able to handle these challenges. In the field of fashion 

forecasting, these statistical techniques in their original forms face challenges in producing 

accurate forecast results, due to factors such as irregular patterns and high variability of 

fashion sales data. In order to handle these variables, more advanced models were 

developed. However, due to the idiosyncrasies of the fashion industry and requirement of 

historical data, these methods can be hardly adopted by apparel companies [10]. 

In the fashion industry, demand forecasting is particularly complex: companies in this  

specific sector operate  with  a large variety of short lifecycle products, deeply influenced  

by seasonal sales, promotional events, weather conditions, and advertising and marketing 

campaigns, as well as festivities and economic and social factors. Moreover, these slow-

moving expensive products usually face an intermittent or lumpy demand, but at the same 

time - as they are usually high-margin items - shelf-out-of-stock phenomena must be 

avoided at all costs. 

Fourier analysis can be used effectively for seasonal sales forecasting; this is because the 

Fourier transform takes a time series and maps it into a frequency spectrum in the 

frequency domain. The discrete version of the Fourier transform can be quickly calculated 

using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. Given the strong seasonal nature of the 

products that characterize the fashion sector and the simplicity of computing FFT on 

popular spreadsheets. Fourier method can represent an easy and more effective forecasting 

method compared to other widespread alternatives normally used. For this purpose, a 

comparison between the fast Fourier transform algorithm and another two techniques 

based on moving average and exponential smoothing was carried out on a set of 4-year 

historical sales data of a €60+  million turnover medium- to large-sized Italian fashion 

company, which operates in the women’s textiles apparel and clothing sectors. 

The results show how Fourier analysis represents a valid alternative forecasting technique 

among those that can be easily implemented on a common spreadsheet. Clearly, its  

effectiveness varies with the sales  pattern characteristics: for  certain sets of  historical  

data, the suggested  approach  can  attain  much  more  accurate results  compared  to  

other  simple  heuristics. In other patterns, the accuracy can be comparable. In this paper, 

the weekly sales of two product categories were analyzed: for both categories, Fourier 

analysis  yielded a smaller error both in terms of MAPE and MAD compared to the other 
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two classical  techniques; however, for one category, which displayed quite an irregular 

historical pattern, Fourier analysis reduced the error by 30% on average between the two 

indexes; on the contrary, for the second category, which displayed a more regular 

historical pattern, the average error reduction was 22% [11]. 

Improving the forecasting process is often considered critical in order to obtain more 

accurate forecasts. Forecast accuracy is often considered a necessity because large forecast 

errors usually negatively affect companies’ operational performance, especially cost and 

delivery performance. Thus improving the forecasting process can have a positive indirect 

effect on operational performance through forecast accuracy improvements. However, 

recent studies support that this is not the only relevant effect and that forecast accuracy is 

just one of the reasons that lead companies to improve their forecasting process. In fact, a 

proper forecasting process gives companies the opportunity to better understand market 

dynamics and customers’ behaviours, reduce uncertainty on future events, and provide the 

company’s functions with useful analyses and information. 

The effect of forecast error on manufacturing systems has been understood since the 

earliest works on production planning and control. Inaccuracies in forecasting can mean 

excess inventories or lost sales and can lead to severe cost impacts on manufacturing 

systems. Therefore it is no surprise that several surveys show accuracy as the most 

important criterion in selecting a forecasting approach. Forecast inaccuracy causes major 

rescheduling and cost difficulties for manufacturing and may impact on logistic 

performance, such as delivery timeliness and quality. For this reason some authors have 

even recommended getting rid of forecasts altogether. Most firms attempt to improve 

forecast accuracy by focusing their efforts in different directions. Several authors consider 

the techniques adopted, the information combined to elaborate forecasts and the role of 

forecasting in supporting decision making within the company, as crucial factors to be 

levered. As to the forecasting techniques, however, conflicting evidence is found on the 

relationship between their adoption and accuracy. A vast debate is ongoing regarding the 

efficacy of quantitative approaches (such as exponential smoothing or regression) and 

qualitative approaches (such as the Delphi method, panel of experts, etc.). Sanders and 

Manrodt (2003) provide a review of the contributions to this debate. Even though the 

discussion is still open, what seems to be important is using the right approach for the right 

problem: judgmental approaches appear to be preferable when demand is highly variable 
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and affected by special events such as promotional activities, and when few historical data 

is provided. On the contrary, quantitative approaches are preferable when several forecasts 

need to be produced (i.e., for numerous products, or with frequent updates), good quality 

data is available and demand is rather stable. Integrating quantitative and judgmental 

approaches has also been suggested. Fildes et al. (2009), for instance, highlight how to use 

qualitative methods to adjust statistical forecasts in order to improve forecast accuracy 

[12]. 

In fashion industry, it is commonly known that consumer demands are very volatile. 

Indeed, consumers are very unfaithful and generally their selection is first based on the 

price of the product. Facing these constraints, companies try to reduce their production 

costs by keeping a high service level. Thus, most of manufacturing processes are 

performed in far away and low cost countries. This strategy leads to the increase in the 

lead time and the lot size of supplies. Consequently, the supply chain management has to 

be optimized to avoid delay, out of stock, unsold and to keep the right inventory level. 

Therefore, many supply chain management tools have enabled companies to improve 

scheduling and synchronizing of material and information flows. Most of these tools can 

be customized to the specific constraints of the clothing retailing, however their efficiency 

is mostly dependent of the accuracy of sales forecasts. 

It generally emerges that for most companies, based on push flow supply chain, sales 

forecasting arises as an important factor for the supply chain management. Indeed, many 

researches have demonstrated that a reduction of forecast errors leads to better supply 

chain performances. A suitable forecasting model enables to stabilize the supply chain 

especially for price-sensitive products. Information sharing, and more especially the 

sharing of forecast data, also strongly impacts the supply chain management. A simulation 

is achieved on a sample of supply chain composed of a manufacturer and a retailer. 

Different scenarios are investigated including sharing information and forecast accuracy. 

They conclude that even if the manufacturer can get the same level of forecast accuracy as 

the retailer, the manufacturer would still prefer to share the forecasting demand of the 

retailer, instead of forecasting it himself. Thus, forecast effort should be done downstream 

of the supply chain, i.e. as close as possible of the demand of final users.  

The first parameter to take into account when designing a forecasting model is the 

availability of historical data. Fashion industry mainly needs forecasts at two levels of data 
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aggregation: (i) the “family level” composed of items of same category (T-Shirts, trousers, 

etc.) which enables companies to plan and to schedule purchase, production and supply at 

mid-term. For this aggregation level, historical data usually exist. (ii) the “SKU level” 

which is required to replenish and to allocate inventory in stores at a shorter horizon. At 

this level, references (SKU) are ephemeral since they are created for only one season. 

Thus, historical data are not available, even if many items more or less similar have 

usually been sold in previous seasons. When historical data are available, the forecasting 

system has to extract the maximum information as possible from the past years. For 

fashion items such as garments, these information are the traditional trend and seasonality 

but also the impact of exogenous factors. Neural Networks (NN) are probably the more 

used techniques in sales forecasting especially for short-term forecast where the main 

issue is to be reactive to the last known sales. NN perform generally well for sales 

forecasting if the demand is not seasonal and quite non fluctuating. Consequently, if NN 

are directly implemented without advanced pretreatment of data or learning techniques, 

they are not suitable for fashion items. Therefore, many hybrid techniques based on NN 

have emerged to fit the features of the considered demand. Recently, extreme learning 

machine (ELM) algorithms has been widely described and implemented in the literature 

for sales forecasting issues, and more especially for the learning process of NN. 

Comparing with NN based models with gradient learning algorithms; ELM should be 

better in generalization and faster in learning. 

Most of fashion items are sold during only one season. Companies have to estimate the 

sales without any historical data: the forecasting system should be then designed for new 

product sales forecasting. New product forecasting is one of the most difficult forecasting 

problems. In this context, a two-step methodology seems emerged: (i) To cluster and to 

classify new products to forecast their sales profile (mid-term forecast). (ii) To adapt and 

to readjust this profile according to the first weeks of sales (short term forecast). If no 

historical data exists for the considered item, but similar products have already been sold 

in previous seasons. Indeed, new products usually replace old ones with almost the same 

style and/or functionality (i.e. T-shirt, pull over, etc.), it is thus possible to use historical 

data of similar products to estimate the sales profile of the new products. Thus, to forecast 

the sales profiles of new products such as garments with clustering and classification 

techniques, descriptive attributes (price, life span, sales period, style etc.) of historical and 

new products should be taken into account. The aim is to model the relationship between 
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historical data, i.e. between sales and descriptive criteria of related items, and then to use 

these relationships to forecast future sales from descriptive criteria of new items. These 

relationships are often complex and non-linear. For this kind of problem, machine learning 

methods have demonstrated their efficiency for building simple and interpretable pattern 

classification models [13]. 

There are many methods about the demand forecasting at present, such as the regression 

analysis, the Markov prediction, the Gray prediction, and the artificial neural network 

(ANN) prediction. The good adaptability, the nonlinearity, and the fault tolerance of ANN 

have been applied widely, but the train of the network needs sufficient sample space, and 

the specific forecasting function expression is hard to provide. How to select the 

forecasting method which needs minimum data and has good fitting nonlinear function is 

the key problem of the demand forecasting. With the increasingly drastic competition in 

the market, consumers’ minds are more and more complex, and the demand fluctuation of 

product is more and more frequent, and the demand forecasting is more and more 

important for the management decision-making for enterprises. Based on the phase-space 

reconstruction of the original demand data by the chaos theory, the reconstructed data are 

trained in the neural network (NN), and the forecasting times are selected to forecast the 

development tendency of the demand, and the research result is finally tested by the 

alumina demand data from 2001 to 2009 of an alumina factory. The result shows that this 

model is simple and easy to operate, and the forecasting data are reliable, and it could 

offer theoretical references for management decision-makers to make scientific and 

reasonable decisions [14]. 

Forecasting is very important for manufacturing organizations. Thomassey sums up the 

specificities of apparel sales and related forecasts: (a) Horizon of forecasts – two horizons 

of forecast are used in that branch: (i) a medium-term horizon (i.e. one year) to plan the 

sourcing and production and (ii) a short-term horizon (i.e. few weeks) to replenish, if 

necessary, and adjust the orders and deliveries of local stores. (b) Life cycle of items – 

sales forecasts are required for basic and best selling items, while fashion items with “one 

shot” supply are often not taken into account in the forecasting process (c) Aggregation of 

sales - apparel companies commonly prefer the aggregation of their historical data related 

to sales according to the hierarchical classification. The family level is very suitable for 

sales forecasts based on time series techniques. At the lower levels, data are ephemeral; no 
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historical data are available (d) Seasonality – the seasonality gives a global trend for sales, 

and this should absolutely be integrated into the forecasting system. 

There are several research studies related to forecasting textile and apparel goods, but very 

often only for one level or for several of the lowest levels. However, apparel companies 

and supply chains deal with a number of levels at which the forecasts could exist and 

require consistent forecasts at all of them. 

The current situation on the apparel markets is characterized by relatively high 

fluctuations of customer demand, which makes the forecasting process at various company 

levels more and more difficult, especially from the point of view of quality forecasts used 

in sales and operational planning. In many apparel companies, this process runs almost 

purely on the basis of the experience of company managers. That is why a complex 

hierarchical sales forecasting system based on the top-down forecasting approach and use 

of forecasting techniques, which would make it possible to include not only historical data 

concerning sales progress but also other factors having an essential impact on the forecast 

quality, should be designed and applied [4]. 

Fast fashion is a commonly adopted strategy in fashion retailing. Under fast fashion, 

operational decisions have to be made with a tight schedule and the corresponding 

forecasting method has to be completed with very limited data within a limited time 

duration. Motivated by fast fashion business practices, in this paper, an intelligent 

forecasting algorithm, which combines tools such as the extreme learning machine and the 

grey model, is developed. The real data analysis demonstrates that this newly derived 

algorithm can generate reasonably good forecasting under the given time and data 

constraints. Further analysis with an artificial dataset shows that the proposed algorithm 

performs especially well when either (i) the demand trend slope is large, or (ii) the 

seasonal cycle's variance is large. These two features fit the fast fashion demand pattern 

very well because the trend factor is significant and the seasonal cycle is usually highly 

variable in fast fashion. The results from this paper lay the foundation which can help to 

achieve real time sales forecasting for fast fashion operations in the future [15].  

Demand forecasting is a crucial aspect of the planning process in supply-chain companies. 

The most common approach to forecasting demand in these companies involves the use of 

a computerized forecasting system to produce initial forecasts and the subsequent 
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judgmental adjustment of these forecasts by the company’s demand planners, ostensibly to 

take into account exceptional circumstances expected over the planning horizon. Making 

these adjustments can involve considerable management effort and time, but do they 

improve accuracy, and are some types of adjustment more effective than others? To 

investigate this, we collected data on more than 60,000 forecasts and outcomes from four 

supply-chain companies. In three of the companies, on average, judgmental adjustments 

increased accuracy. However, a detailed analysis revealed that, while the relatively larger 

adjustments tended to lead to greater average improvements in accuracy, the smaller 

adjustments often damaged accuracy. In addition, positive adjustments, which involved 

adjusting the forecast upwards, were much less likely to improve accuracy than negative 

adjustments. They were also made in the wrong direction more frequently, suggesting a 

general bias towards optimism. Models were then developed to eradicate such biases. 

Based on both this statistical analysis and organizational observation, the paper goes on to 

analyze strategies designed to enhance the effectiveness of judgmental adjustments 

directly [16]. 

The accuracy of forecasts significantly affects the overall performance of a whole supply 

chain system. Sometimes, the nature of consumer products might cause difficulties in 

forecasting for the future demands because of its complicated structure.  In this study, two 

machine  learning  methods,  artificial  neural  network (ANN)  and  support  vector  

machine  (SVM), and a traditional approach, the autoregressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA)  model, were utilized to predict the demand for consumer products. The training 

data used were the actual demand of six different products from a consumer product 

company in Thailand. Initially, each set of data was analyzed using Ljung‐Box‐Q statistics 

to test for autocorrelation. Afterwards, each method was applied to different sets of data. 

The results indicated that the SVM method had a better forecast quality (in terms of 

MAPE) than ANN and ARIMA in every category of products [17]. 

Like many others, Textile–apparel companies have to deal with a very competitive 

environment and have to manage consumers which become more demanding. Thus, to 

stay competitive, companies rely on sophisticated information systems and logistic skills, 

and especially accurate and reliable forecasting systems. However, forecasters have to deal 

with some singular constraints of the textile–apparel market such as for instance the 

volatile demand, the strong seasonality of sales, the wide number of items with short life 
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cycle or the lack of historical data. To respond to these constraints, companies have 

implemented specific forecasting systems often simple but robust. After the study of 

existing practices in the clothing industry, the author proposes different forecasting models 

which perform more accurate and more reliable sales forecasts. These models rely on 

advanced methods such as fuzzy logic, neural networks and data mining. In order to 

evaluate the benefits of these methods for the supply chain and more especially for the 

reduction of the bullwhip effect, a simulation based on real data of sourcing and 

forecasting processes is performed and analyzed [18]. 

The problem considered is that of forecasting demand for single-period products before 

the period starts. We study this problem for the case of a mail order apparel company that 

needs to order its products preseason. The lack of historical demand data implies that other 

sources of data are needed. Advance order data can be obtained by allowing a selected 

group of customers to pre-order at a discount from a preview catalogue. Judgments can be 

obtained from purchase managers or other company experts. In this paper, the author 

compares several existing and new forecasting methods for both sources of data. The 

methods are generic and can be used in any single-period problem in the apparel or 

fashion industries. Among the pre-order based methods, a novel ‘top-flop’ approach 

provides promising results. For a small group of products from the case company, expert 

judgment methods perform better than the methods based on advance demand 

information. The comparative results are obviously restricted to the specific case study, 

and additional testing is required to determine whether they are valid in general [19]. 

Exponential smoothing methods are very commonly used for forecasting demand. 

Regarding the process of forecasting demand, the main approach towards the selection and 

optimization of alternative methods relates to the minimization of forecast error measures 

such as the mean square error (MSE). With regard to Pegels' classification of usage of 

proper forecasting methods, HW methods (additive and multiplicative) are appropriate for 

demand with trend and seasonality which corresponds to B-2 and B-3. But HW methods 

are not accurate enough for demand with large noise that is often a property of real data. In 

this paper the author present improved an HW method for demand with noise and we 

demonstrate that a reduction in forecast error (MSE) can be reached. From the results, he 

proves that the proposed method is more accurate than the existing ones and that it is the 

proper choice for forecasting noisy demand. Furthermore, the author shows that essential 
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reduction of supply chain costs can be achieved if he uses improved the HW method for 

joined optimization [20]. 

This paper presents an application of focus forecasting in a fast moving consumer goods 

(FMCG) supply chain. Focus forecasting is tested in a real business case in a Serbian 

enterprise. The data used in the simulation refers to the historical sales of two types of 

FMCG with several different products. The data were collected and summarized across the 

whole distribution channel in the Serbian market from January 2012 to December 2013. 

We applied several well-known time series forecasting models using the focus forecasting 

approach, where for the future time period we used the method which had the best 

performances in the past. The focus forecasting approach mixes different standard 

forecasting methods on the data sets in order to find the one that was the most accurate 

during the past period. The accuracy of forecasting methods is defined through different 

measures of errors. In this paper we implemented the following forecasting models in 

Microsoft Excel: last period, all average, moving average, exponential smoothing with 

constant and variable parameter α, exponential smoothing with trend, exponential 

smoothing with trend and seasonality. The main purpose was not to evaluate different 

forecasting methods but to show a practical application of the focus forecasting approach 

in a real business case [21]. 

2.2 Quality Control and Improvement 

Total Quality Management (TQM) is one of the important tools to improve quality and 

reduce manufacturing cost by reducing rework and scrape. There has a great applicability 

of TQM method in RMG sector. Several implementations have proven that the TQM 

approach really works in practice and improves of even 90% and more quality level in 

some situations. As RMG sector is a large industrial sector in Bangladesh; Quality 

Improvement can play a vital role for improving productivity as well as economic 

development for the country. 

Garments manufacturing, division of labor is applied to make a complete part by using 

several man and machine according to the sequential operations where that’s have some 

term and condition to maintain the customer satisfactory level e.g. quality and 

productivity. When manufacturing products is in large scale, some of variables are there 

like as Operator, Skill, Process, Machine etc. As in garment industries in Bangladesh most 
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of the operations are performed by Operator (human) so the deviation of quality 

requirement is high which mostly comes from Operator, Machine, Method, Material and 

Working environment. For quality problem a factory has to done a remarkable rework 

which increase manufacturing cost as well as decreases productivity. Total Quality 

Management (TQM) is an approach that organizations use to improve their internal 

processes and increase customer satisfaction [22]. 

In the area of the production sphere, in which previously designed quality materializes in 

the real object, systems and production processes take place. While a production 

department bears responsibility for productions, the responsibility for achieving the 

appropriate quality in the process must also be considered in frames of implementation of 

the production. So, a quality of the production is a degree of fulfillment of requirements 

put in a production process or the more widely comprehended production system. 

A new approach to production process monitoring in organization using control chart type 

X-R has been presented. The possibility of use of basic element of Statistical Process 

Control (SPC method)  is  connected  with  continuous  quality  improvement  of  each  

production  process  in  an  enterprise. Interdependence of the quality research methods 

and production process’s requirements has been taken into account. At the present time the 

metallurgical enterprises should integrate quality management system and quality control 

with customer’s requirements, with defined both parameters of processes and quality 

methods. Such kind of strategy will enable to achieve success for these companies. 

Control chart type X-R is very important quality tool. Its  determined statistical  measures  

are  recorded  properties  of  product  obtained  as  a  result  of  inspections  taking  

randomly samples of products in the determined place of the process. Aim of control chart 

type X-R is observation and registration of the changeability of the characteristic of the 

researched element of the production process. The example of implementing control chart 

type X-R shows possibility of monitoring chosen parameters of production process 

according to an idea of defect prevention. Usage of this method allows for monitoring of 

production process, providing opportunities for cost reduction, and maintaining of 

production process stability. 

During a production process all products are produced more or less in similar conditions. 

It is also possible that features of individual products can be slightly different on account 

of appearing random mistakes, which disrupt the process. However the size of these 
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mistakes isn't enough big so that controlling every produced element becomes necessary. 

Therefore in practice a statistical control is applied (so-called sampling), on the 

representative group of products what allows for reducing time and money needed for 

inspecting all products, and the performance received in this way is very accurate and 

display the real course of the process. The control charts is a form on which determined 

statistical measures of products properties are recorded as a result of inspection taking 

randomly samples of products in the determined place of the process. The form of the 

control chart can be adopted to examining the quality of the process with one statistical 

measure (single-parametric  chart),  for example values of the average, or for simultaneous 

examination the quality of the process with the help of two or of more statistical measures, 

for example a value of the average and the range. We should exactly determine what 

parameters of the product will be controlled and on the basis of these evidences select 

control chart appropriate for our needs. The control charts are used for observation and the 

registration of the changeability of the characteristic of the researched element of the 

production process. Their interpretation is based on the normal creation and distribution. 

Recording result of measurements take place by writing on control charts the value of 

characteristic reading from taken samples. Such operation allows for fast and effective 

identifying and eliminating causes disrupting the process. 

In contemporary world a good quality of products is a factor which decides of the item 

position of the company on the market. Having and applying quality certificates is 

practically a condition necessary to become known on European or world markets. The 

customer no longer makes choice between the quality and the price; he wants to receive 

the good quality product of low price. Quality management methods help to realize 

requirements of customers and contribute to more efficient functioning of enterprises. 

Action associated with the quality requires methods applied accordingly, depending on 

needs, of statistical methods and expert methods, in order to get the highest quality of 

offered products. Statistical methods, in particular designed and monitored control charts, 

enable graphical visualizing measurements of processes. They also describe stability and 

repeatability of those processes. Using the statistical process control (SPC) in 

metallurgical enterprises allows for measuring, researching, estimating and controlling one 

or a few parameters of the product. A comparison of results with requirements, in order to 

state, whether with reference to every of these properties the unanimity was achieved is 

also possible. The statistical quality control of the process for the organization means 
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preventing occurrence of defects lets for minimizing losses thanks to the systematic 

identification and analysis of key-processes and the direct control [23]. 

Reworks in the garments industry is a common works that hampers the smooth production 

rate and focus poor quality products having an impact on overall factory economy. 

Minimization of reworks is a must in quality and productivity improvement. Reworks are 

a vital issue for poor quality product and low production rate. Reworks are the non-

productive activities focusing on any activity that customer are not willing to pay for. 

Non-productive activities describe that the customer does not consider as adding value to 

his product. By reacting quicker in minimization of reworks to make a product as per 

customer demand with expected quality, the company can invest less money and more 

costs savings. 

A manufacturer stays in business only as long as  his product  quality satisfies  his  

customers  at  the  price  they are  prepared  to  pay. Failure to maintain an adequate 

quality standard can therefore be disastrous. However, the suggestion recommended to 

sewing section of apparel industry to minimize defects and reworks are highlighted here- 

Prepare garment description with sketch/photograph. Strictly should follow the sample 

garment properties. During working procedure in the sewing line three quality controllers 

at in-line and two quality controllers at output table are strongly suggested to identify the 

causes and effects and to provide proper solution. Records of check list for inspection of 

accessories  and packing material, records of swatch cards of approved accessories, 

records of production swatch, records of daily QC report, records of cutting problem  

report, records of inspection  report during embroidery as well as others all records should 

be followed properly. Record seams and stitches for garment assembly. Measure all 

relevant seam properties e.g. stitches per cm, extensibility, seam strength. Decide on 

sequence of assembly operations, decide on seams and threads to be used and check 

machine availability, consider alternatives if machines are not available. Check of finished 

garment. Examine for appearance and compare with sketch/photograph. Check all 

technical aspects for any fabric faults, sewing thread, seaming faults, etc. Record all faults 

found at final inspection for immediate correction and to identify need for preventive- 

action at a specific stage of production. These recommendations were suggested to the 

individual department. 
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The suggestive tools developed in this article play a vital role and cover a series of aspects 

in minimizing defects and reworks in the sewing section of apparel industries by ensuring 

quality production. The importance of the textile industry in the economy of Bangladesh is 

very high. The explosive growth of the RMG industry in the country has not been enough 

supported by the growth of backward linkage facilities. So manufacturing the quality 

product is mandatory to sustain in this global competitive market. Quality is ultimately a 

question of customer satisfaction. Good quality increases the value of a product, 

establishes brand name, and builds up good reputation for the garment exporter, which in 

turn results into consumer satisfaction, high sales and foreign exchange for the country. 

The perceived quality of a garment is the result of a number of aspects, which together 

help to achieve the desired level of satisfaction for the customer. However, we should bear 

in mind that 1% defective product for an organization is 100% defective for the customer 

who buys that defective product. In the long term, clothing with a high level of comfort 

and best quality finished product is preferred. Finally, a joint effort is highly expected 

from every related personnel in minimizing defects and reworks and  hence  to add  value,  

enhance  quality and provide  the  greater  levels  of  service  to  customers  through “Right 

first time, right on time, right every time [24]. 

Crankshafts are the most important loaded components in the case of an automobile. In 

order to achieve required mechanical properties most of crankshafts for automobile are 

forged with micro alloyed steel. Usually, the shapes of crankshafts are complex, and many 

defects are induced during the process of crankshaft forging such as under-filling, laps and 

folds etc. In this work the forging analysis of six cylinder crankshaft produced by hot 

forging having engine bore of ninety-seven mm popularly known as 697 crankshaft 

manufactured by TATA Motors, Jamshedpur INDIA (previously known as TELCO) used 

in trucks and buses is being made. Forging analysis is being made to explain that how the 

defects appear and how to prevent them. This analysis can be easily done with the help of 

various quality tools used for quality improvement process. With the help of Pareto 

diagrams, which are mostly used to identify critical areas, the forging defects of the 

crankshaft have been prioritized by arranging them in decreasing order of importance. 

Then cause and effect diagram is being applied to explore possible causes of defects 

through brain storming session and to determine the causes which has the greatest effect. 

Corrective measures are being suggested to overcome the forging defects of the 697 

integral counter weight crankshafts. Finally, few remedial measures and suggestions have 
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been provided for the existing crankshaft production line in the forging shop. It is also 

concluded that the proper implementation of the proposed corrective plan may reduce the 

present rejection rate from 2.43% to 0.21% and rework from 6.63% to 2.15% [25]. 

Root-cause identification for quality and productivity related problems are key issues for 

manufacturing processes. It has been a very challenging engineering problem particularly 

in a multistage manufacturing, where maximum number of processes and activities are 

performed. However, it may also be implemented with ease in each and every individual 

set up and activities in any manufacturing process. The Root Cause Tools and Methods 

could be utilized according to prevalent conditions and situations of Man, Material, 

Machines, Systems and Processes. In this paper, root-cause identification methodology has 

been adopted to eliminate the dimensional defects in cutting operation in CNC oxy flame 

cutting machine and a rejection has been reduced from 11.87% to 1.92% on an average 

[26]. 

The fast changing economic conditions such as global competition, declining profit 

margin, customer demand for high quality product, product variety and reliable deliveries 

had a major impact on manufacturing industries. To respond to these needs various 

industrial engineering and quality management strategies such as Total Productive 

maintenance (TPM), Total Quality Management, Kaizen, JIT manufacturing, Enterprise 

Resource Planning, Business Process Reengineering, Lean manufacturing have been 

developed. Six sigma methodology is implemented to reduce defectives in a cylinder liner 

manufacturing industry. Detailed analysis has been performed to rectify the problems of 

rejection of cylinder liners due to the variations in quality characteristics of the 

manufactured units. TPM is implemented to improve the utilization of machines. Analysis 

is carried out with the help of tools like Pareto analysis, process capability analysis and 

fish-bone diagram. The process Sigma level through Six Sigma DMAIC methodology was 

found to be approaching 4.43 Sigma from 2.91, while the process yield was increased to 

90% from a very low figure of 44%. This  Six  Sigma  improvement methodology viz. 

DMAIC project shows that the  performance of the firm is increased to a better level as 

regards to: enhancement in customers’ (both internal and external) satisfaction, adherence 

of delivery schedules, development of specific methods to redesign and reorganize a 

process with a view to reduce  or eliminate errors,  defects; development of more efficient, 
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capable, reliable and consistent manufacturing process and more better overall process 

performance, creation of continuous improvement [27]. 

In the Belt Manufacturing Industry, main raw material is rubber; others are biased fabric, 

and cord. From many years consumption of raw material was not taken seriously as rubber 

is reusable. But other raw material that is biased fabric and cord consumption was 

increased drastically which resulted in increased in the production cost of belt and reduced 

profit margin. Wastages in the belt manufacturing process are- cord wastages, fabric 

wastages, in-process wastages. Cord and fabric wastages occurred during drum building 

process while in-process wastages occurred during cutting operation. DMAIC (Define, 

Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control) has been used to reduce cord wastages in belt 

manufacturing. The analyze phase focuses on the potential causes that are identified by 

using cause-and-effect diagram, which have the maximum impact on the operational 

wastages. CED presents a chain of causes and effects, sorts out causes, organizes 

relationship between Critical-To-Quality (CTQ) and root causes. After analyzing collected 

data, it is found out that tension setting in drum building and left over cord were the major 

causes for high cord wastage. The result showed reduction in cord wastage from 549531 to 

17240, also the Sigma Level is improved from 1.37 to 3.6 [28]. 

Metal casting is one of the direct methods of manufacturing the desired geometry of the 

component. Casting or the process of foundry is very efficient and effective manufacturing 

process, which can transforms raw material into discrete output. In India there are many 

foundry have followed conventional and manual operations. Today’s competitive 

environment has, lower manufacturing cost, more productivity in less time, high quality 

product, defect free operation are required to follow to every foundry man. Mold shifting, 

Crushing, Lower Surface finish, Shrinkage, Porosity, Cold shut and Extra material are 

common casting defects due to these manual operations. These defects directly affect on 

productivity, profitability and quality level of organization. This paper presents all data of 

manual metal casting operations and defects leads to rejection for this organization. The 

paper also represents analysis of these defects with Pareto and Cause and Effect diagrams 

to know correct cause and correct remedial factors to improve quality level and 

productivity of organization. 

The rejection data was obtained from foundry and placed in tabulated form for 

convenience to use and understand. Rejection check sheets are generally large data sheets 
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showing the total information about rejected items. Pareto Analysis is conducted for 

identification of major defects those are contributing in major rejection percentage. Pareto 

gives correct identification hence it is conducted. Pareto shows all defects and their related 

percentage. So according to Pareto fins and flashes are major defects and other 

contributing to it. It was necessary to find out actual reasons behind the defects with use of 

Cause and Effect Diagram for analysis purpose. Cause and Effect Diagram is one of the 

approaches to enumerate the possible causes. 

Pareto principle and cause effect diagram are used to identify and evaluate different 

defects and causes for these defects responsible for rejection of components at different 

stages of manual metal casting operations. The correct identification of the casting defect 

at initial stage is very useful for taking remedial actions. This paper presents the systemic 

approaches to find cause of defects occurred due to manual operations. So finally it was 

found that the manual metal casting operations are done with some negligence and 

carelessness. So by suggesting some remedial issues and by implementing possible of 

them reduces total rejection more than 30%. If suggested remedy of automation will be 

implemented it reduces all defects more than 70%. This systematic study proves that by 

means of effective analysis of tools and processes, it is possible to control the casting 

defects [29]. 

Quality improvement at a yarn manufacturing company based on six sigma methodologies 

more specifically, the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) project 

management-methodology & various tools are utilized to streamline processes & enhance 

productivity. Defects rate of textile product in the yarn manufacturing process is so 

important in industry point of view. It plays a very important role for the improvement of 

yield & financial conditions of any company. Actually defects rate causes a direct effect 

on the profit margin of the product & decrease the quality cost during the manufacturing 

of the product. By checking & inspection of defects of product at different point in 

production where more defects are likely to happen. A thousand defects opportunities 

create in the final package of yarn. That’s why it is decided to do work & implement 

DMAIC methodology in winding departments where the final package of yarn is make 

[30]. 

In order to survive in a competitive market, improving quality and productivity of product 

or process is a must for any company. This study is about to apply the statistical process 
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control (SPC) tools in the production processing line and on final product in order to 

reduce defects by identifying where the highest waste is occur at and to give suggestion 

for improvement.  The approach used in this study is direct observation, thorough 

examination of production process lines, brain storming session, fishbone diagram, and 

information has been collected from potential customers and company’s workers through 

interview and questionnaire, Pareto chart/analysis and control chart (p-chart) was 

constructed. It has been found that the company has many problems; specifically there is 

high rejection or waste in the production processing line. The highest waste occurs in 

melting process line which causes loss due to trickle and in the forming process line which 

causes loss due to defective product rejection. The vital few problems were identified, it 

was found that the blisters, double seam, stone, pressure failure and overweight are the 

vital few problems. The principal aim of the study is to create awareness to quality team 

how to use SPC tools in the problem analysis, especially to train quality team on how to 

held an effective brainstorming session, and exploit these data in cause-and-effect diagram 

construction, Pareto analysis and control chart construction. The major causes of 

nonconformities and root causes of the quality problems were specified, and possible 

remedies were proposed. Although the company has many constraints to implement all 

suggestion for improvement within short period of time, the company recognized that the 

suggestion will provide significant productivity improvement in the long run [31]. 

A systematic and collective approach is essential for quality improvement in stabiliser bar 

manufacturing units. The approach has been defined to identify manufacturing defects 

leading to rejection and to reduce it during manufacturing with the help of Juran quality 

tools. Data were collected from the manufacturing plant, which indicates that the defect 

rates were significant, ranging between 0.6% and 21% at various stages of production. The 

figure gave a clear indication that the number of defects could be significantly reduced to a 

few parts within the total production. This could be achieved if appropriate manufacturing 

practices were adopted with the aim of reducing the effect of manufacturing system 

variables that affects overall quality. A process inspection chart (PIC) has been introduced 

to monitor the defects. After regular monitoring, it has been found that the main rejection 

was due to threading. Main parameters that are responsible for threading rejection have 

been identified. Corrections have been done in the process, drawing and holding device of 

machine tool to reduce rejection. After three months of implementing changes, a 20% 

reduction in defects was achieved [32]. 
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Flange tube, Glass shell, Lead in Wire (LIW), Filament (Coil) and Cap are the most 

important raw materials in case of Lamp Production Process. Manufacturing processes 

tend to produce operational wastages due to various reasons, which can be reduced by 

identifying and eliminating those reasons. It has been a very challenging engineering 

problem particularly in a multistage manufacturing, where maximum number of processes 

and activities are performed. Pareto Principle and Cause and Effect Diagram (CED) are 

used to identify and evaluate different defects and causes for these defects responsible for 

rejection of materials at different stages of electric lamp making process. According to the 

Pareto analysis, in stem making process vital few defects are: single LIW, exhaust tube 

broken, crack in Flange, double LIW are responsible for 87.27 % of the total defects. So 

more importance should be given to these vital few defects and the root causes of these 

defects. According to the root cause, the corrective action is recommended in order to 

reduce the defects to minimize the rejection of the raw materials. Similar to the stem 

making process, vital and trivial factors for defects in other steps are identified, analyzed 

using CED and finally recommendation for corrective actions are discussed here. In this 

work, the identification of the problems or root causes is limited to some particular stages 

of manufacturing. So CED can also be used for every individual step of manufacturing to 

improve product quality and productivity. CED is very useful in detecting the appearance 

of abnormalities of the process in the form of excessive variations of process parameters, 

but they are unable to indicate the causes of the irregularities. Pareto chart is used as 

important tools for preliminary identification of the most significant defects by giving 

priority. It is worth noting that this method totally eliminate the less significant defects and 

does not explain the unexpected behavior of these defects [33]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

3.1 Forecasting 

Forecasting is the art and science of predicting future events. It may involve taking 

historical data and projecting them into the future with some sort of mathematical model. 

It may be a subjective or intuitive prediction or it may involve a combination of these- that 

is a mathematical model adjusted by a manager’s good judgment [34]. Forecasts are vital 

to every business organization and for every significant management decision. Forecasting 

is the basis of corporate long-run planning. In the functional area of finance and 

accounting, forecasts provide the basis for budgetary planning and cost control. Marketing 

relies on sales forecasting to plan new products, compensate sales personnel, and make 

other key decisions. Production and operations personnel use forecasts to make periodic 

decisions involving process selection, capacity planning, and facility layout, as well as for 

continual decisions about production planning, scheduling, and inventory. Continual 

review and updating in light of new data are basis to successful forecasting. 

 
3.1.1 Types of Forecasting 

Forecasting can be classified into four basic types: qualitative, time series analysis, causal 

relationships and simulation. 

Qualitative techniques are subjective or judgmental and are based on estimates and 

opinions. It incorporates such factors as the decision maker’s intuition, emotions, personal 

experiences and value system in reaching a forecast. Time series analysis is based on the 

idea that data relating past demand can be used to predict future demand. Past data may 

include several components, such as trend, seasonal, or cyclical influences. Causal 

forecasting using the linear regression technique, assumes that demand is related to some 

underlying factor or factors in the environment. Simulation models are basically dynamic 

models, usually computer based, that allow the forecaster to make assumptions about the 

internal variables and external environment in the model. 
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3.2 Qualitative Techniques in Forecasting 

When adequate historical data are lacking, as when a new product is introduced or 

technology is expected to change, firms rely on managerial judgment and expected to 

generate forecasts. 

 
3.2.1 Grass Roots 

Grass roots forecasting build the forecast by adding successively from the bottom. The 

assumption here is that the person closest to the customer or end use of the product knows 

its future needs best. Through this is not always true, in many instance it is a valid 

assumption, and it is the basis for this method. 

Forecasting at this bottom level are summed and given to the nest higher level. This is 

usually a district warehouse, which then adds in safety stocks and any effects of ordering 

quantity sizes. This amount is then fed to the next level, which may be a regional 

warehouse. The procedure repeats until it becomes an input at the top level which in the 

case of a manufacturing firm, would be the input to the production system. 

 
 
3.2.2 Market Research 

Firms often hire outside companies that specialize in market research to conduct this type 

of forecasting. Market research is used mostly for product research in the sense of looking 

for new product ideas, likes and dislikes about existing products, which competitive 

products within a particular class are preferred and so on. Again the data collection 

methods are primarily surveys and interviews. 

 
3.2.3 Panel Consensus 

In a panel consensus, the idea that two heads are better than one is extrapolated to the idea 

that a panel of people from a variety of positions can develop a more reliable forecast than 

a narrow group. Panel forecasts are developed through open meetings with free exchange 

of ideas from all levels of management and individuals. The difficulty with this open style 

is that lower employee levels are intimidated by higher levels of management. For 

example, a salesperson in a particular product line may have a good estimate of future 
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product demand but may not speak up to refute a much different estimate given by the 

vice president of marketing. The Delphi technique was developed to try to correct this 

impairment to free exchange [2]. 

 
3.2.4 Executive Opinion 

When a new product or service is contemplated, the sales force may not be able to make 

accurate demand estimates. Executive opinion is a forecasting method in which the 

opinions, experience, and technical knowledge of one or more managers are summarized 

to arrive at a single forecast. Executive opinion can be used to modify an existing sales 

forecast to account for unusual circumstances, such as a new sales promotion or 

unexpected international events. Executive opinion can also be used for technological 

forecasting [35]. 

 
3.2.5 Historical Analogy 

In trying to forecast demand for a new product, as ideal situation would be where an 

existing product or generic product could be used as a model. There are many ways to 

classify such analogies-for example, complementary products, substitutable or competitive 

products and product as a function of income. 

 
3.2.6 Delphi Method 

A statement or opinion of a higher-level person will likely be weighted more than that of a 

lower level person. The worst case is where lower level people threatened and do not 

contribute their true beliefs. To prevent this problem, the Delphi method conceals the 

identity of the individuals participating in the study. Everyone has the same weight. 

Procedurally a moderator creates a questionnaire and distributes it to participants. Their 

responses are summed and given back to the entire group along with a new set of 

questions. 

The Delphi method was developed by the Rand Corporation is the 1950s. The step by step 

procedure is- 
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1. Choose the experts to participate. There should be a variety of knowledgeable 

people in different areas. 

 
2. Through a questionnaire (or Email), obtain forecasts (and any premised or 

qualifications for the forecasts) from all participants. 

 
3. Summarize the results and redistribute them to the participants along with 

appropriate new questions. 
 

4. Summarize again, refining forecasts and conditions, and again develop new 
questions. 
 

5. Repeat Step 4 if necessary. Distribute the final results to all participants. 
 

The Delphi technique can usually achieve satisfactory results to all participants, how much 

work is involved for them to develop their forecasts, and their speed in responding. 

3.3 Time Series Analysis 

Time series forecasting models try to predict the future based on past data. For example, 

sales figure collected for each of the past six weeks can be used to forecast sales for the 

seventh week. Quarterly sales figures collected for the past several years can be used to 

forecast time series models would likely be used for forecasting. 

In business forecasting short-term usually refers to under three months; medium-term, 

three months to two years; and long-term, greater than two years. In general, the short-

term models compensate for random variations and adjust for short-term (such as 

consumers responses to a new product). Medium-term forecasts are useful for seasonal 

factor, and long-term models select general trends and are especially useful in identifying 

major turning points. 

Which forecasting model a firm should choose depends on- 

1. Time horizon to forecast 

2. Data availability 

3. Accuracy required 

4. Size of forecasting budget 
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5.  Availability of qualified personnel. 

In selecting a forecasting model, there are other issues such as the firm’s degree of 

flexibility. (The greater the ability to react quickly to changes the less accurate the forecast 

needs to be.) Another item is the consequence of a bad forecast. If a large capital 

investment decision is to be based on a forecast, it should be a good forecast. 

 
3.3.1 Simple Moving Average 

When demand for a product is neither growing nor declining rapidly, and if it does not 

have seasonal characteristics, a moving average can be useful in removing the random 

fluctuations for forecasting. Although moving averages are frequently centered, it is more 

convenient to use past data to predict the following directly. The longer the moving 

average period, the greater the random elements are smoothed. But if there is a trend in the 

data- either increasing or decreasing- the moving average has the adverse characteristic of 

lagging the trend. Therefore, while a shorter time span produces more oscillation, there is 

a closer following of the trend. Conversely, a longer time span gives a smoother response 

but lags the trend. 

The formula for a simple moving average is 

  Ft = (At-1+ At-2+ At-3+…+ At-n)/n 

Where,  Ft = Forecast for the coming period 
  n= Number of period to be averaged 
           At-1= Actual occurrence in the past period 
 
At-2, At-3, and At-n= Actual occurrence two periods ago, three periods ago, and so on up to 

n  periods ago. 

 
3.3.2 Weighted Moving Average 

Whereas the simple moving average gives equal weight to each component of the moving 

average database, a weighted moving average allows any weights to be placed on each 

element, providing, of course that the sum of all weights equal is 1. 
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The formula for weighted moving average is  

  Ft = w1 At-1+ w2 At-2+…+ wn At-n 

Where,  w1= Weight to be given to the actual occurrence for the period t-1 
  w2 = Weight to be given to the actual occurrence for the period t-2 
  wn = Weight to be given to the actual occurrence for the period t-n 
  n = Total number of periods in the forecast 

Experience and trial and error are the simplest way to choose weights. As a general rule, 

the most recent past is the most important indicator of what to expect in the future, and 

therefore, it should get higher weighting. The past month’s revenue or planet capacity, for 

example, would be better estimate for the coming month than the revenue or planet 

capacity of several months ago. However, if the data are seasonal, weights should be 

established accordingly. 

 
3.3.3 Exponential Smoothing 

In many applications (perhaps in most), the most recent occurrences are more indicative of 

the future than those in the more distant past. If this premise is valid- that the importance 

of data diminishes as the past becomes more distant- then exponential smoothing may be 

the most logical and easiest method to use. Exponential smoothing is the most used of all 

forecasting techniques. In the exponential smoothing method, only three pieces of data are 

needed to forecast the future: the most recent forecast, the actual demand that occurred for 

that forecast period, and a smoothing constant alpha (α). This smoothing constant 

determines the level of smoothing and speed of reaction to differences between forecasts 

and actual occurrences. The value for the constant is determined both by the nature of the 

product and by the manager’s sense of what constitutes a good response rate. 

The equation for a single exponential smoothing forecast simply 

   Ft = Ft-1 + α (At-1 - Ft-1) 

Where,  Ft = The exponentially smoothed forecast for period t 

            Ft-1 = The exponentially smoothed forecast made for the prior period 

            At-1 = The actual demand in the prior period 

  α = The desired response rate, or smoothing constant 
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Single exponential smoothing has the shortcoming of lagging changes in demand. The 

forecast lags during an increase or decrease but overshoots when a change in the direction 

occurs. Note that the higher the value of alpha, the more closely the forecast follows the 

actual. To more closely track actual demand, a trend factor may be added. Adjusting the 

value of alpha also helps. This is termed adapted forecasting. 

 
 
3.3.4 Trend Effect in Exponential Smoothing 

An upward or downward trend in data collected over a sequence of time periods causes 

the exponential forecast to always lag behind (be above or below) the actual occurrence. 

Exponentially smoothed forecasts can be corrected somewhat by adding in a trend 

adjustment.  To correct the trend, we need two smoothing constants. Besides the 

smoothing constant alpha (α), the trend equation also uses a smoothing constant delta (δ). 

The delta (δ) reduces the impact of the error that occurs between the actual and the 

forecast. If both alpha (α) and delta (δ) are not included, the trend would overreact to 

errors. 

 
The equation to compute the forecast including trend (FIT) is 

 
   FITt = Ft +Tt 

  Ft = FITt-1 + α (At-1 - FITt-1) 

  Tt = Tt-1 + αδ (At-1 - FITt-1) 

 
Where,  Ft = The exponentially smoothed forecast for period t 

  Tt = The exponentially smoothed trend for period t 

  FITt = The forecast including trend for period t 

  At-1 = The forecast including trend made for the prior period 

  α = Smoothing constant 

  δ = Smoothing constant 
 
Exponential smoothing requires that the smoothing constant alpha be given a value 

between 0 and 1. If the real demand is stable (such as demand for electricity or food), we 

would like to small alpha lessen the effects of short term or random changes. If the real 
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demand is rapidly increasing or decreasing (such as in fashion items or new small 

appliances), we would like a large alpha to try to keep up with the change. It would be 

ideal if we could predict which alpha we should use. Unfortunately, two things are against 

us. First, it would take some passage of time to determine the alpha that would best fit for 

actual data. This would be tedious to follow and revise. Second, because demands do 

change, the alpha we pick this week may need to be revised in the near future. Therefore, 

we need some automatic method to track and change our alpha values. 

There are two approaches to controlling the value of alpha one uses various values of 

alpha. The other uses a tracking signal. 

1. Two or more predetermined values of alpha. The amount of error between the forecast 

and the actual demand is measured. Depending on the degree of error, different values 

of alpha are used. If the error is large, alpha is 0.8; if the error is small, alpha is 0.2. 
 

2. Computed values for alpha. A tracking alpha computes whether the forecast is 

keeping pace with genuine upward or downward changes in demand (as opposed 

to random changes).In this application, the tracking alpha is defined as the 

exponentially smoothed actual error divided by the exponentially smoothed 

absolute error. Alpha changes from period to period within the possible range of 0 

to 1 [2]. 

 
 

3.4 Decomposition of Time Series 

A time series can be defined as chronologically ordered data that may contain one or more 

components of demand. A time series has four components: trend, seasonality, cycles and 

random variation. 

 Trend is the gradual upward or downward movement of data over time. Changes in 

income, population, age distribution, or cultural views may account for movement 

in trend. 
 

 Seasonality is a data pattern that repeats itself after a period of days, weeks, 

months or quarter. Restaurants and barber shops, for example, experience weekly 

seasons, with Saturday being the peak of business. 
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 Cycles are patterns in the data that occur every several years. They are usually tied 

into the business cycle and are of major importance in short-term business analysis 

and planning. Predicting business cycles is difficult because they may be affected 

by political events or by international turmoil. 
 

 Random variations are “blips” in the data caused by chance and unusual situations. 

They follow no discernible pattern, so they cannot be predicted. 

Trend lines are the usual starting point in developing a forecast. These trend lines are then 

adjusted for seasonal effects, cyclical, and any other expected events that may influence 

the final forecast. When demand contains both seasonal and trend effects at the same time, 

we examine two types of seasonal variation: additive and multiplicative. 

 
3.4.1 Additive Seasonal Variation 
 
Additive Seasonal Variation simply assumes that the seasonal amount is a constant no 

matter what the trend or average amount is. 

Forecast including trend and seasonal = Trend + Seasonal 

 
3.4.2 Multiplicative Seasonal Variation 

 
In multiplicative Seasonal Variation, the trend is multiplied by the seasonal factors. 

 Forecast including trend and seasonal = Trend x Seasonal Factor 

The multiplicative Seasonal Variation is the usual experience. Essentially, this says that 

the larger the basic amount projected, the larger the variation around this. 

 
3.4.3 Seasonal Factor (or Index) 

A seasonal factor is the amount of correction needed in a time series to adjust for the 

season of the year. We usually associate seasonal with a period of the year characterized 

by some particular activity. We use the word cyclical to indicate other than annual 

recurrent periods of repetitive activity. 
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3.5 Linear Regression Analysis 

Regression can be defined as a functional relationship between two or more correlated 

variables. It is used to predict one variable given the other. The relationship is usually 

developed from observed data. The data should be plotted first to see if they appear linear 

or at least parts of the data are linear. Linear regression refers to the special class of 

regression where the relationship between variables forms a straight line. The linear 

regression line is of the form Y = a + bX, where Y is the value of the dependent variable 

that we are solving for, a is the Y intercept, b is the slope, and X is the independent 

variable. (In time series analysis, X is units of time.) 

Linear regression is useful for long term forecasting of major occurrences and aggregate 

planning. For example, linear regression would be very useful for forecasting demands for 

product families. Even though demand for individual products within a family may vary 

widely during a time period, demand for the total product family is surprisingly smooth. 

The major restriction in using linear regression forecasting is, as the name implies, that 

past data and future projections are assumed to fall about a straight line. While this does 

limit is application, sometimes, if we use shorter period of time, linear regression analysis 

can be used. For example, there may be short segments of the longer period that are 

approximately linear. 

 

Linear regression is used for both time series forecasting and for casual relationship 

forecasting. When the dependent variable (usually the vertical axis on a graph) changes as 

a result of time (Plotted as the horizontal axis), it is the time series analysis. If one variable 

changes because of the change in another variable, this is a casual relationship (such as the 

number of deaths from lung cancer increasing with the number of people who smoke). 

3.5.1 Least Squares Method 
 

The least squares equation for linear regression is 

Y = a + bx 

Where,  Y = Dependent variable computed by the equation 
  y = The actual dependent variable data point 
  a = Y intercept 
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  b = Slope of the line 
  x = Time period 
 
In the least square method, the equations for a and b are 
 
 a = ∑y/n – b ∑x/n   

b = (n ∑xy - ∑x ∑y)/{n ∑x2 – (∑x)2} [ 2 & 34 ] 

 
3.6 Measuring Forecast Error 

The overall accuracy of any forecasting model – moving average, exponential, or other – 

can be determined by comparing the forecasted values with the actual or observed values. 

If Ft denotes the forecast in period t, and At denotes the actual demand in period t, the 

forecast error is defined as 

 Forecast error = Actual demand – Forecast value 

   = At - Ft 

Several measures are used in practice to calculate overall forecast error. These measures 

can be used to compare different forecasting models, as well as to monitor forecasts to 

ensure they are performing well. Three of the most popular measures are mean absolute 

deviation (MAD), mean squared error (MSE), and mean absolute percent error (MAPE). 

 

3.6.1 Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) 

The first measure of the overall forecast error for a model is the mean absolute deviation 

(MAD). This value is computed by taking the sum of the absolute values of the individual 

forecast errors and dividing by the number of periods of data (n). 

    MAD =∑| Actual - Forecast| /n 

 

3.6.2 Mean Squared Error (MSE) 

The mean squared error (MSE) is a second way of measuring overall forecast error. MSE 

is the average of the squared differences between the forecasted and observed values. Its 

formula is  

    MSE = ∑ (Forecast Errors)2 /n 
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A drawback of using the MSE is that it tends to accentuate large deviations due to the 

squared term. For example, if the forecast error for period 1 is twice as large as the error 

for period 2, the squared error in period 1 is four times as large as that for period 2. Hence, 

using MSE as the measure of forecast error typically indicates that we prefer to have 

several smaller deviations rather than even one large deviation. 

 
3.6.3 Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) 

A problem with both the MAD and MSE is that their values depend on the magnitude of 

the item being forecast. If the forecast item is measured in thousands, the MAD and MSE 

values can be very large. To avoid this problem, we can use the mean absolute percent 

error (MAPE). This is computed as the average of the absolute difference between the 

forecasted and actual values, expressed as a percentage of the actual values. That is, if we 

have forecasted and actual values for n periods, the MAPE is calculated as 

MAPE= 00( ∑ |n
i= Actuali - Forecasti|/ Actuali)/n 

 
Mean absolute deviation (MAPE) expresses the error as a percentage of the actual values. 

 
3.6.4 Tracking Signal 

One way to monitor forecasts to ensure that they are performing well is to use a tracking 

signal. A tracking signal is a measurement of how well the forecast is predicting actual 

values. As forecasts are updated every week, month, or quarter, the newly available 

demand data are compared to the forecast values. The tracking signal is computed as the 

running sum of the forecast error (RSFE) divided by the mean absolute deviation (MAD). 

 Tracking Signal, TS = RSFE/MAD 

      =∑ (Actual demand in period t – Forecast demand in period t)/MAD 

 
Positive tracking signals indicate that demand is greater than forecast. Negative tracking 

signals mean that demand is less than forecast. A good tracking signal- that is, one with 

low RSFE- has about as much positive error as it has negative error. In other words, small 

deviations are okay, but positive and negative errors should balance one another so that the 

tracking signal centers closely around zero [34]. 
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3.7 Quality Management 

Quality refers to the characteristics of a product or service that defines its ability to 

consistently meet or exceed customer expectations. The characteristics are added to the 

product or service throughout its value chain, right from materials procurement, up to 

customer use. Some others have defined quality as “Fitness for use”, which typically 

means its performance, conformance, safety, durability and reliability. 

In management, control is the next step of planning. Once the plan is implemented for 

execution, it needs to be monitored to ensure stipulated outcome. This is where certain 

degree of control is required. The activities required for meeting the planned or desired 

quality target, for conformance, is termed quality “control”. It is quite similar to 

production control in the shop floor, or budget control in the financial year, or cost control 

in project management. There are normally four steps in such control: setting benchmarks, 

appraising conformance, acting when necessary, and planning for improvements. The term 

Total Quality Management (TQM) has become a buzz-word now-a-days. It refers to 

organization wide effort to achieve quality. It can accurately be described as a philosophy 

about quality that suggests for involving everyone in the organization in a quest for 

quality. It extends to suppliers as well as to customers. In fact, in TQM, the customer is the 

focal point, as the business is driven by customers. As such, customer satisfaction is the 

main driving force. Everyone in the organization, from the top most chief executive, up to 

the bottom most workers, has to take part in this endeavor. The top management 

additionally must have sincere and utmost commitment towards achieving quality. 

 
3.8 Seven Basic Tools of TQM 

There are Seven Basic Tools of Quality which can be used to analyze and subsequently 

intervene to eliminate the problems from the production system. The seven basic tools of 

quality and formalized body of techniques involve tabulating, depicting, and describing 

data sets.  Once the system is visible, the describing and identifying appropriate actions to 

improve the processes and systems are generally self-evident. 
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3.8.1 Check Sheet 

The Check Sheet, also called a ‘Defect Concentration Diagram’, is basically a data 

collection sheet. It is a simple tool used to record data for further processing. The data 

collection sheet should be pre-printed and highly systematic and structured, such that 

identification of problem becomes easier. 
 
This is a generic tool that can be adapted for a wide variety of purposes, although mainly 

for identifying frequency or patterns of events, problems, defects, defect location, defect 

causes, etc. This is a widely used tool for statistical quality control purpose to analyze 

production process. 

 
  Table 3.1: An example of check sheet for data collection. 

Check Sheet 
Product Name: 
Dept.: 
Inspectors Name: 
Approved by: 

 Product ID: 
Shift In-Charge: 
Lot No.: 

Date: 

 
 
 

   
Type of defects Checks Frequency 

Wrong Specifications //// //// //// // 17 
Cracks //// //// / 11 
Surface scars //// //  7 
Broken //// 4 
Others // 2 
Total defects //// //// //// //// //// //// //// //// / 41 

 
 
3.8.2 Histogram 

A frequency distribution shows how often each different value in a set of data occurs. A 

histogram is the most commonly used graph to show frequency distributions and its 

pattern or shape. The shape determines its statistical nature of the collected data sets. 

    

 

     

Figure 3.1: Histogram. 
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3.8.3 Pareto Chart 

A Pareto chart looks like a cumulative bar graph. The lengths of the bars represent 

frequency or cost (time or money), and are arranged with longest bars on the left and the 

shortest to the right. The longest bar represents the most vital cause. This is graphical tool 

for ranking causes from most significant to least significant. It depicts a series of vertical 

bars lined up in a descending order - from high to low - to reflect frequency, importance, 

or priority. It can be generalized as – only a few causes are responsible for majority of the 

problems. These ‘few’ (say, 20% causes) are known as ‘vital few’, whereas the rest 

‘many’ (say, 80% causes) are known as ‘Trivial Many’. While vital few occurs frequently, 

trivial many occurs infrequently. Thus, one should concentrate on vital few, not on trivial 

many. Pareto diagram help management quickly identify the critical areas (those causing 

most of the problems) that deserve immediate attention 

 

 

 

 

 
 
                    

Figure 3.2: Pareto diagram for complaints regarding TV delivery to households. 

  
3.8.4 Process Flow Chart 

Process flow chart is a graphical tool that shows the major steps in a process. Flowcharts 

are a useful tool for examining how various steps are related to each other.  By studying 

these charts individuals and teams can often uncover potential sources of trouble and/or 

identify steps to be taken to improve or error-proof a process. Process flow chart focuses 

on the specific processes that raw materials, parts and sub-assemblies follow as they move 

through the plant. This chart is a useful diagnosis tool and can be used to improve the 

performances at each step in the operations. Indeed the standard first step in analyzing any 
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production is to map the flows. A complete view of a process flow helps an analyst to pin 

point the exact location, or source of disturbance [6]. 

 
        Ingredients  Finished 
             Good 
 
     

Figure 3.3: A process flow chart. 
 

 
3.8.5 Cause - Effect Diagram 

 
Cause and Effect analysis is a tool for analyzing and illustrating a process by showing the 

main causes and sub-causes leading to an effect. Cause and Effect diagram are charts that 

identify potential causes for particular quality problems. They are often called fish bone 

diagram because they look like the bones of fish. The “head” of the fish is the quality 

problem, such as damaged zippers on a garment or broken valves on a tire. The diagram is 

drawn so that the “spine” of the fish connects the “head” to the possible cause of the 

problem. These causes could be related to the machines, workers, measurement, suppliers, 

materials, and many other aspects of the production process. Each of these possible causes 

can then have smaller “bones” that address specific issues that relate to each cause. For 

example, a problem with machines could be due to a need for adjustment, old equipment, 

or tooling problems. Similarly, a problem with workers could be related to lack of training, 

poor supervision, or fatigue. 

Cause-and-effect diagrams are problem-solving tools commonly used by quality control 

teams. Specific causes of problems can be explored through brainstorming. The 

development of a cause-and-effect diagram requires the team to think through all the 

possible causes of poor quality [3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Cause-and-Effect Diagram. 
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3.8.6 Scatter Diagram 
 
The scatter diagram graphs pairs of numerical data, with one variable on each axis, to look 

for a relationship between them. If the variables are correlated, the points will fall along a 

line or curve, or very close to the line. The better the correlation, the tighter the points will 

hug the line. The more scattered the points are, the weaker the relationship is. If the plots 

are equally scattered on both x and y axes, then there exist no relationship between the two 

variables [6]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.5: Correlation diagrams 

 
3.8.7 Control Chart 

Control chart, the seventh tool of TQM, constitute a major part of popularly known 

Statistical Quality Control, or Statistical Process Control (SQC/SPC). A control chart is 

graphical tool for monitoring the activity of an ongoing process. Control chart are 

sometimes referred to as Shewhart control charts, because Walter A. Shewhart first 

proposed their general theory. The purpose of the control chart is to indicate when the 

process is functioning as intended and when corrective action of some type is necessary 

i.e. to provide early warning process upsets [36].  
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3.9 Statistical Quality Control 

Statistical quality control (SQC) is the term used to describe the set of statistical tools used 

by quality professionals. Statistical quality control can be divided into three broad 

categories: 

1. Descriptive statistics are used to describe quality characteristics and relationships. 

Included are statistics such as the mean, standard deviation, the range, and a 

measure of the distribution of data. 
 

2. Statistical process control (SPC) involves inspecting a random sample of the 

output from a process and deciding whether the process is producing products with 

characteristics that fall within a predetermined range. SPC answers the question of 

whether the process is functioning properly or not. 
 

3. Acceptance sampling is the process of randomly inspecting a sample of goods and 

deciding whether to accept the entire lot based on the results. Acceptance sampling 

determines whether a batch of goods should be accepted or rejected. 

 
The tools in each of these categories provide different types of information for use in 

analyzing quality. Descriptive statistics are used to describe certain quality characteristics, 

such as the central tendency and variability of observed data. Although descriptions of 

certain characteristics are helpful, they are not enough to help us evaluate whether there is 

a problem with quality. Acceptance sampling can help us do this. Acceptance sampling 

helps us decide whether desirable quality has been achieved for a batch of products, and 

whether to accept or reject the items produced. Although this information is helpful in 

making the quality acceptance decision after the product has been produced, it does not 

help us identify and catch a quality problem during the production process. For this we 

need tools in the statistical process control (SPC) category. All three of these statistical 

quality control categories are helpful in measuring and evaluating the quality of products 

or services. However, statistical process control (SPC) tools are used most frequently 

because they identify quality problems during the production process. The quality controls 

tools will be learning about do not only measure the value of a quality characteristic. They 

also help us identify a change or variation in some quality characteristic of the product or 

process. Variation in the production process leads to quality defects and lack of product 

consistency [3]. 
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3.10 Causes of Variation 

 
Variability is a part of any process. Several factors over which we have some control, such 

as methods, equipment, people, materials, and policies, influence variability. 

Environmental factors also contribute to variability. The causes of variation can be 

subdivided into two groups- common causes and special causes. Control of a process is 

achieved through the elimination of special causes. Improvement of a process is 

accomplished through the reduction of common causes. 

 
3.10.1 Special Causes 

Variability caused by special or assignable causes is something that is not inherent in the 

process. That is, it is not part of the process as designed and does not affect all items. 

Special causes can be precisely identified and eliminated. These causes can be the use of a 

wrong tool, an improper raw material, or an operator error. If an observation falls outside 

the control limits or a nonrandom pattern is exhibited, special causes are assumed to exist. 

One objective of a control chart is to detect the presence of special causes as soon as 

possible to allow appropriate corrective action. 

 
3.10.2 Common Causes 

Common causes of variation are based on random causes that we cannot identify. These 

types of variation are unavoidable and due to slight differences in processing. No two 

products are exactly alike because of slight differences in materials, workers, machines, 

tools, and other factors. Variability due to common or chance causes is something inherent 

to a process. It exists as long as the process is not changed and is referred to as the natural 

variation in a process. It is an inherent part of the process design and affects all items. This 

variation is the effect of many small causes and cannot be totally eliminated. Examples 

include inherent variation in incoming raw material from a qualified vendor, the vibration 

of machine, and fluctuations in working conditions [36]. 
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3.11 Developing Control Charts 

A control chart (also called process chart or quality control chart) is a graph that shows 

whether a sample of data falls within the common or normal range of variation. A control 

chart has upper and lower control limits that separate common from assignable causes of 

variation. The common range of variation is defined by the use of control chart limits. We 

say that a process is out of control when a plot of data reveals that one or more samples 

fall outside the control limits. 

The center line (CL) of the control chart is the mean, or average, of the quality 

characteristic that is being measured. The upper control limit (UCL) is the maximum 

acceptable variation from the mean for a process that is in a state of control. Similarly, the 

lower control limit (LCL) is the minimum acceptable variation from the mean for a 

process that is in a state of control. The upper and lower control limits on a control chart 

are usually set at 3 standard deviations from the mean. If we assume that the data exhibit a 

normal distribution, these control limits will capture 99.74 percent of the normal variation. 

Control limits can be set at 2 standard deviations from the mean. In that case, control 

limits would capture 95.44 percent of the values. 

 

Figure 3.6: Quality Control Chart 

 

3.11.1 Types of Control Charts 

Control charts are one of the most commonly used tools in statistical process control. They 

can be used to measure any characteristic of a product, such as the weight of a cereal box, 

the number of chocolates in a box, or the volume of bottled water. The different 
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characteristics that can be measured by control charts can be divided into two groups: 

variables and attributes. A control chart for variables is used to monitor characteristics that 

can be measured and have a continuum of values, such as height, weight, volume, or 

width. When an item is inspected, the variable being monitored is measured and recorded. 

For example, if we were producing candles, height might be an important variable. We 

could take samples of candles and measure their heights. Other examples are the weight of 

a bag of sugar, the temperature of a baking oven, or the diameter of plastic tubing. Two of 

the most commonly used control charts for variables monitor both the central tendency of 

the data (the mean) and the variability of the data (either the standard deviation or the 

range). Note that each chart monitors a different type of information. When observed 

values go outside the control limits, the process is assumed not to be in control. Production 

is stopped, and employees attempt to identify the cause of the problem and correct it. 

A control chart for attributes, on the other hand, is used to monitor characteristics that 

have discrete values and can be counted. Often they can be evaluated with a simple yes or 

no decision. Examples include color, taste, or smell. The monitoring of attributes usually 

takes less time than that of variables because a variable needs to be measured. An attribute 

requires only a single decision, such as yes or no, good or bad, acceptable or unacceptable 

(e.g., the apple is good or rotten, the meat is good or stale, the shoes have a defect or do 

not have a defect, the light bulb works or it does not work) or counting the number of 

defects (e.g., the number of broken cookies in the box, the number of dents in the car, the 

number of barnacles on the bottom of a boat). Statistical process control is used to monitor 

many different types of variables and attributes. 

 

3.12 Control Chart for Attributes 

Two of the most common types of control charts for attributes are p- charts and c- charts. 

P-charts are used to measure the proportion of items in a sample that are defective. 

Examples are the proportion of broken cookies in a batch and the proportion of cars 

produced with a misaligned fender. P-charts are appropriate when both the number of 

defectives measured and the size of the total sample can be counted. A proportion can then 

be computed and used as the statistic of measurement. 
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C-charts count the actual number of defects. For example, we can count the number of 

complaints from customers in a month, the number of bacteria on a petri dish, or the 

number of barnacles on the bottom of a boat. However, we cannot compute the proportion 

of complaints from customers, the proportion of bacteria on a petri dish, or the proportion 

of barnacles on the bottom of a boat. 

 

3.12.1 P-Charts 

P-charts are used to measure the proportion that is defective in a sample. The computation 

of the center line as well as the upper and lower control limits is similar to the computation 

for the other kinds of control charts. The center line is computed as the average proportion 

defective in the population, p. This is obtained by taking a number of samples of 

observations at random and computing the average value of p across all samples. 

To construct the upper and lower control limits for a p-chart, we use the following 

formulas: 

                                          UCL = p  + z σp 

                                                     LCL = p  - z σp 

Where,  z = standard normal variable 

  P  = the sample proportion defective 

  σp = the standard deviation of the average proportion defective 

As with the other charts, z is selected to be either 2 or 3 standard deviations, depending on 

the amount of data we wish to capture in our control limits. Usually, however, they are set 

at 3. 

The sample standard deviation is computed as follows: 

                                           σp = √
 ̅     ̅ 

 
 

where n is the sample size [3].  
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3.13 Quality Circle 

A quality circle is a volunteer group composed of employees involved in the same work 

area or performing similar functions who meet together on a regular basis to discuss 

workplace improvement, problem elimination, and make presentations to management 

with their ideas. To facilitate QC, power delegation to, or empowerment of QC members, 

appropriate reward system and top management commitment are a must. 
 
A quality circle is a participatory management technique that enlists the help of employees 

in solving problems related to their own jobs. The circle is a relatively autonomous unit 

(ideally about ten workers), usually led by a supervisor or a senior worker and organized 

as a work unit. They are based on two ideas: that employees can often make better 

suggestions for improving work processes than management; and that employees are 

motivated by their participation in making such improvements. Thus, implemented 

correctly, quality circles can help a small business reduce costs, increase productivity, and 

improve employee morale. Other potential benefits that may be realized by a small 

business include greater operational efficiency, reduced absenteeism, improved employee 

health and safety, and an overall better working climate. 
 

 
3.14 Brainstorming 

Brainstorming is an outgrowth of management philosophy of Group Dynamics. The main 

belief behind this is – ‘discussion together can generate new ideas’. Creative thinking may 

mean simply the realization that there's no particular virtue in doing things the way they 

have always been done. 

Brainstorming is a group process designed to relax and energize a group so that the 

synergy of the group as a whole can be focused on a task. Brainstorming needs a sensitive, 

skills leader/facilitator and members who feel that they belong to the group and can share 

ideas with confidence, but without fear. People need to be comfortable in the group and 

able to express themselves. They need to be themselves and not be afraid of others or the 

status/rank they have outside the group in, say, their managerial or specialist jobs. It must 

be stated that this type of environment does not prevail automatically. This needs to be 

created and cultured, what is the responsibility of the top management, not the middle or 

lower management [6]. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality
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CHAPTER 4 

FORECASTING ANALYSIS 

 

4.1 Forecasting Analysis 

Forecasting is the prediction of future event in advance. Forecast plays a vital role for 

proper planning and thus company’s success. A wide variety of forecasting techniques are 

in use. In this chapter, data are analyzed by different forecasting method such as- moving 

average, weighted moving average, exponential smoothing, exponential smoothing with 

trend adjustment, seasonal index method and which method best fit company’s actual 

demand is find out. Forecasting errors such as- MAD, MSE, MAPE, TS of different 

forecasting methods are also examined and compared among each other. The following 

sections depict the situation. 

 

4.1.1 Simple Moving Average Analysis 

A moving average forecast uses a number of historical actual data value to generate a 

forecast. In table 4.1, three month moving average method of forecasting is analyzed.  

From the analysis we see that the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is 306330.8739 and 

mean square error (MSE), mean absolute percent error (MAPE), tracking signal (TS) are 

152367383255.70, 0.22389085 and 6.055422937 respectively. The bar chart below Table 

4.1 shows actual vs. forecasted quantity for three month moving average. The data for five 

month moving average is analyzed in similar way. In Table 4.2 the five month moving 

average is analyzed. From the analysis in Table 4.2, we see that MAD is 317826.9523 and 

MSE, MAPE, TS are 148124903654.37, 0.223693352 and 10.11933619 respectively. The 

bar chart below table 4.2 shows actual vs. forecasted quantity for five month moving 

average. 

From the analysis for three month moving average and five month moving average 

method it shows that MAD and TS is lower in three month moving average method 

whereas MSE and MAPE is lower in five month moving average method.
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MAD MSE MAPE TS

Month Product Qty Forecast Error RSFE Absolute Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/AbsValue

Jan-12 1297441
Feb-12 1204251
Mar-12 1111755 0
Apr-12 1195613 1204482.333 -8869.333333 -8869.333333 8869.333333 78665073.78 0.007418231 -1
May-12 833280 1170539.667 -337259.6667 -346129 337259.6667 113744082760.11 0.404737503 -1.026298233
Jun-12 982668 1046882.667 -64214.66667 -410343.6667 64214.66667 4123523415.11 0.065347265 -6.390186043
Jul-12 939128 1003853.667 -64725.66667 -475069.3333 64725.66667 4189411925.44 0.068921027 -7.339736426

Aug-12 659538 918358.6667 -258820.6667 -733890 258820.6667 66988137493.78 0.392427224 -2.835515453
Sep-12 1311474 860444.6667 451029.3333 -282860.6667 451029.3333 203427459527.11 0.343910236 -0.627144724
Oct-12 1512300 970046.6667 542253.3333 259392.6667 542253.3333 294038677511.11 0.358562014 0.478360668
Nov-12 1404772 1161104 243668 503060.6667 243668 59374094224.00 0.17345733 2.064533163
Dec-12 1703982 1409515.333 294466.6667 797527.3333 294466.6667 86710617777.78 0.172810902 2.70837899
Jan-13 1718442 1540351.333 178090.6667 975618 178090.6667 31716285553.78 0.103634959 5.478209601
Feb-13 1159214 1609065.333 -449851.3333 525766.6667 449851.3333 202366222101.78 0.388065822 1.168756493
Mar-13 1322260 1527212.667 -204952.6667 320814 204952.6667 42005595573.78 0.15500179 1.565307762
Apr-13 1384926 1399972 -15046 305768 15046 226382116.00 0.010864118 20.32221188
May-13 1917290 1288800 628490 934258 628490 394999680100.00 0.327801219 1.486512116
Jun-13 2221949 1541492 680457 1614715 680457 463021728849.00 0.306243303 2.372986096
Jul-13 1857482 1841388.333 16093.66667 1630808.667 16093.66667 259006106.78 0.008664238 101.3323253

Aug-13 759177 1998907 -1239730 391078.6667 1239730 1536930472900.00 1.632992043 0.315454709
Sep-13 1114384 1612869.333 -498485.3333 -107406.6667 498485.3333 248487627548.44 0.447319177 -0.215466052
Oct-13 1385624 1243681 141943 34536.33333 141943 20147815249.00 0.102439767 0.243311282
Nov-13 1572059 1086395 485664 520200.3333 485664 235869520896.00 0.30893497 1.071111578
Dec-13 1770172 1357355.667 412816.3333 933016.6667 412816.3333 170417325066.78 0.233206905 2.260125366
Jan-14 1769189 1575951.667 193237.3333 1126254 193237.3333 37340666993.78 0.10922368 5.828345799
Feb-14 1420828 1703806.667 -282978.6667 843275.3333 282978.6667 80076925788.44 0.199164619 2.979996136
Mar-14 1541492 1653396.333 -111904.3333 731371 111904.3333 12522579818.78 0.072594819 6.535680775
Apr-14 1704034 1577169.667 126864.3333 858235.3333 126864.3333 16094559072.11 0.074449414 6.764985168
May-14 2002397 1555451.333 446945.6667 1305181 446945.6667 199760428952.11 0.223205322 2.920222965
Jun-14 1690311 1749307.667 -58996.66667 1246184.333 58996.66667 3480606677.78 0.034902847 21.12296175
Jul-14 1476171 1798914 -322743 923441.3333 322743 104163044049.00 0.218635239 2.861228077

Table 4.1: Three Month Moving Average 
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Aug-14 1454783 1722959.667 -268176.6667 655264.6667 268176.6667 71918724544.44 0.184341353 2.44340671
Sep-14 1800711 1540421.667 260289.3333 915554 260289.3333 67750537047.11 0.144548089 3.517447251
Oct-14 1337328 1577221.667 -239893.6667 675660.3333 239893.6667 57548971306.78 0.179382819 2.816499255
Nov-14 2089281 1530940.667 558340.3333 1234000.667 558340.3333 311743927826.78 0.267240421 2.210122739
Dec-14 2034224 1742440 291784 1525784.667 291784 85137902656.00 0.143437498 5.229158099
Jan-15 2420173 1820277.667 599895.3333 2125680 599895.3333 359874410955.11 0.247872914 3.54341813
Feb-15 2036744 2181226 -144482 1981198 144482 20875048324.00 0.070937732 13.71242092
Mar-15 2205988 2163713.667 42274.33333 2023472.333 42274.33333 1787119258.78 0.019163447 47.86526892
Apr-15 2052459 2220968.333 -168509.3333 1854963 168509.3333 28395395420.44 0.082101193 11.00807275

11334242.33 5637593180461.00 8.28396145 264.7924736

MAD 306330.8739
MSE 152367383255.70

MAPE 0.22389085
TS 6.055422937

Total
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MAD MSE MAPE TS

Month Product Qty Forecast Error RSFE Absolute Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/Abs Value

Jan-12 1297441
Feb-12 1204251
Mar-12 1111755
Apr-12 1195613
May-12 833280 0
Jun-12 982668 1128468 -145800 -145800 145800 21257640000.00 0.148371576 -1
Jul-12 939128 1065513.4 -126385.4 -272185.4 126385.4 15973269333.16 0.134577395 -2.153614262

Aug-12 659538 1012488.8 -352950.8 -625136.2 352950.8 124574267220.64 0.535148543 -1.771170939
Sep-12 1311474 922045.4 389428.6 -235707.6 389428.6 151654634497.96 0.296939627 -0.605265253
Oct-12 1512300 945217.6 567082.4 331374.8 567082.4 321582448389.76 0.374980097 0.584350352
Nov-12 1404772 1081021.6 323750.4 655125.2 323750.4 104814321500.16 0.23046473 2.023550241
Dec-12 1703982 1165442.4 538539.6 1193664.8 538539.6 290024900768.16 0.316047705 2.21648473
Jan-13 1718442 1318413.2 400028.8 1593693.6 400028.8 160023040829.44 0.232785744 3.983947156
Feb-13 1159214 1530194 -370980 1222713.6 370980 137626160400.00 0.320027191 3.295901666
Mar-13 1322260 1499742 -177482 1045231.6 177482 31499860324.00 0.134226249 5.88922595
Apr-13 1384926 1461734 -76808 968423.6 76808 5899468864.00 0.055460003 12.60836892
May-13 1917290 1457764.8 459525.2 1427948.8 459525.2 211163409435.04 0.239674332 3.107443944
Jun-13 2221949 1500426.4 721522.6 2149471.4 721522.6 520594862310.76 0.324725095 2.979077024
Jul-13 1857482 1601127.8 256354.2 2405825.6 256354.2 65717475857.64 0.138011674 9.384771539

Aug-13 759177 1740781.4 -981604.4 1424221.2 981604.4 963547198099.36 1.292984903 1.450911589
Sep-13 1114384 1628164.8 -513780.8 910440.4 513780.8 263970710448.64 0.461044667 1.772040528
Oct-13 1385624 1574056.4 -188432.4 722008 188432.4 35506769369.76 0.135991005 3.831655278
Nov-13 1572059 1467723.2 104335.8 826343.8 104335.8 10885959161.64 0.066368883 7.920040868
Dec-13 1770172 1337745.2 432426.8 1258770.6 432426.8 186992937358.24 0.244285188 2.910944928
Jan-14 1769189 1320283.2 448905.8 1707676.4 448905.8 201516417273.64 0.253735356 3.804086292
Feb-14 1420828 1522285.6 -101457.6 1606218.8 101457.6 10293644597.76 0.071407377 15.83142909
Mar-14 1541492 1583574.4 -42082.4 1564136.4 42082.4 1770928389.76 0.027299785 37.16842195
Apr-14 1704034 1614748 89286 1653422.4 89286 7971989796.00 0.052396842 18.51827162

Table 4.2: Five Month Moving Average 
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May-14 2002397 1641143 361254 2014676.4 361254 130504452516.00 0.180410778 5.576897142
Jun-14 1690311 1687588 2723 2017399.4 2723 7414729.00 0.001610946 740.8738156
Jul-14 1476171 1671812.4 -195641.4 1821758 195641.4 38275557393.96 0.13253302 9.311720321

Aug-14 1454783 1682881 -228098 1593660 228098 52028697604.00 0.156791769 6.986733772
Sep-14 1800711 1665539.2 135171.8 1728831.8 135171.8 18271415515.24 0.075065793 12.78988517
Oct-14 1337328 1684874.6 -347546.6 1381285.2 347546.6 120788639171.56 0.259881345 3.97438847
Nov-14 2089281 1551860.8 537420.2 1918705.4 537420.2 288820471368.04 0.257227343 3.570214517
Dec-14 2034224 1631654.8 402569.2 2321274.6 402569.2 162061960788.64 0.197898167 5.766150515
Jan-15 2420173 1743265.4 676907.6 2998182.2 676907.6 458203898937.76 0.27969389 4.429234064
Feb-15 2036744 1936343.4 100400.6 3098582.8 100400.6 10080280480.36 0.049294659 30.86219405
Mar-15 2205988 1983550 222438 3321020.8 222438 49478663844.00 0.100833731 14.93009648
Apr-15 2052459 2157282 -104823 3216197.8 104823 10987861329.00 0.051071909 30.68217662

11123943.4 5184371627903.08 7.829267315 1003.50438

MAD 317826.9543
MSE 148124903654.37

MAPE 0.223693352
TS 10.11933619
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4.1.2 Three Month Weighted Moving Average Analysis 

Weighted moving average is another method of forecasting which provides specific 

weights in historical data to generate current forecast. In table 4.3 three month weighted 

moving average method of forecasting is analyzed. Weight is given as 0.5 for most recent 

historical data and followed by 0.3 and 0.2. 

From the calculation in Table 4.3, MAD is calculated as 286261.8351, MSE is 

134600751831.72, MAPE and TS is 0.209977813 and 5.552375151 respectively. The bar 

chart below table 4.3 shows actual vs forecasted demand for three month weighted moving 

average.
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MAD MSE MAPE TS

Month Product Qty Forecast Error RSFE Absolute Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/Abs Value

Jan-12 1297441 0.2
Feb-12 1204251 0.3
Mar-12 1111755 0.5 0
Apr-12 1195613 1176641 18972 18972 18972 359936784.00 0.015868011 1
May-12 833280 1172183.2 -338903.2 -319931.2 338903.2 114855378970.24 0.406709869 -0.944019413
Jun-12 982668 997674.9 -15006.9 -334938.1 15006.9 225207047.61 0.015271587 -22.31893995
Jul-12 939128 980440.6 -41312.6 -376250.7 41312.6 1706730918.76 0.043990383 -9.107407909

Aug-12 659538 931020.4 -271482.4 -647733.1 271482.4 73702693509.76 0.411625107 -2.385911941
Sep-12 1311474 808041 503433 -144300.1 503433 253444785489.00 0.383868075 -0.286632183
Oct-12 1512300 1041424 470876 326575.9 470876 221724207376.00 0.311364147 0.693549682
Nov-12 1404772 1281499.8 123272.2 449848.1 123272.2 15196035292.84 0.087752461 3.64922586
Dec-12 1703982 1418370.8 285611.2 735459.3 285611.2 81573757565.44 0.167613977 2.575036623
Jan-13 1718442 1575882.6 142559.4 878018.7 142559.4 20323182528.36 0.082958517 6.15896742
Feb-13 1159214 1651370 -492156 385862.7 492156 242217528336.00 0.42456009 0.784025187
Mar-13 1322260 1435936 -113676 272186.7 113676 12922232976.00 0.085970989 2.394407791
Apr-13 1384926 1352582.6 32343.4 304530.1 32343.4 1046095523.56 0.023353883 9.415525269
May-13 1917290 1320983.8 596306.2 900836.3 596306.2 355581084158.44 0.311015131 1.51069417
Jun-13 2221949 1638574.8 583374.2 1484210.5 583374.2 340325457225.64 0.262550671 2.544182619
Jul-13 1857482 1963146.7 -105664.7 1378545.8 105664.7 11165028826.09 0.056885989 13.04641758

Aug-13 759177 1978783.7 -1219606.7 158939.1 1219606.7 1487440502684.89 1.606485312 0.130319963
Sep-13 1114384 1381222.9 -266838.9 -107899.8 266838.9 71202998553.21 0.239449687 -0.404363082
Oct-13 1385624 1156441.5 229182.5 121282.7 229182.5 52524618306.25 0.16540021 0.529197037
Nov-13 1572059 1178962.6 393096.4 514379.1 393096.4 154524779692.96 0.250051938 1.308531699
Dec-13 1770172 1424593.5 345578.5 859957.6 345578.5 119424499662.25 0.19522312 2.488458049
Jan-14 1769189 1633828.5 135360.5 995318.1 135360.5 18322464960.25 0.076509915 7.35309119
Feb-14 1420828 1730057.9 -309229.9 686088.2 309229.9 95623131054.01 0.217640629 2.218699421
Mar-14 1541492 1595205.1 -53713.1 632375.1 53713.1 2885097111.61 0.034844878 11.77320058
Apr-14 1704034 1550832.2 153201.8 785576.9 153201.8 23470791523.24 0.089905366 5.127726306

Table 4.3: Three Month Weighted Moving Average 
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May-14 2002397 1598630.2 403766.8 1189343.7 403766.8 163027628782.24 0.201641732 2.945620343
Jun-14 1690311 1820707.1 -130396.1 1058947.6 130396.1 17003142895.21 0.077143259 8.121006687
Jul-14 1476171 1786681.4 -310510.4 748437.2 310510.4 96416708508.16 0.21034853 2.410345032

Aug-14 1454783 1645658.2 -190875.2 557562 190875.2 36433341975.04 0.131205273 2.921081419
Sep-14 1800711 1508305 292406 849968 292406 85501268836.00 0.162383636 2.906807658
Oct-14 1337328 1632024.6 -294696.6 555271.4 294696.6 86846086051.56 0.220362245 1.884213798
Nov-14 2089281 1499833.9 589447.1 1144718.5 589447.1 347447883698.41 0.282129163 1.942020751
Dec-14 2034224 1805981.1 228242.9 1372961.4 228242.9 52094821400.41 0.112201459 6.015352066
Jan-15 2420173 1911361.9 508811.1 1881772.5 508811.1 258888735483.21 0.210237491 3.698371557
Feb-15 2036744 2238209.9 -201465.9 1680306.6 201465.9 40588508862.81 0.098915671 8.340402023
Mar-15 2205988 2151268.7 54719.3 1735025.9 54719.3 2994201792.49 0.024804895 31.70775028
Apr-15 2052459 2198051.8 -145592.8 1589433.1 145592.8 21197263411.84 0.07093579 10.91697598

Total 10591687.9 4980227817773.79 7.769179085 123.0639296

MAD 286261.8351
MSE 134600751831.72

MAPE 0.209977813
TS 5.552375151
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4.1.3 Exponential Smoothing Analysis 

Exponential smoothing is a sophisticated weighted moving average forecasting method 

that is still fairly easy to use. It involves very little record keeping. 

From the analysis in table 4.4, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is calculated as 

267731.8635, mean square error (MSE) is 120838183062.70, mean absolute percent error 

(MAPE) and tracking signal (TS) are 0.19907087 and 3.996211542 respectively. The bar 

chart below table 4.4 shows actual vs. forecasted quantity for exponential smoothing 

method for α = 0.8. 

The data analyzed by exponential smoothing for α = 0.9 is provided in table 4.5 and 

corresponding bar chart is provided below table 4.5. 
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MAD MSE MAPE TS

Month Product Qty Forecast Error RSFE Absolute Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/Abs Value Alpha 

Jan-12 1297441 0.8
Feb-12 1204251 1297441 0
Mar-12 1111755 1222889 -111134 -111134 111134 12350765956.00 0.099962672 -1
Apr-12 1195613 1133981.8 61631.2 -49502.8 61631.2 3798404813.44 0.051547783 -0.803210062
May-12 833280 1183286.76 -350006.76 -399509.56 350006.76 122504732045.70 0.420034994 -1.14143384
Jun-12 982668 903281.352 79386.648 -320122.91 79386.648 6302239880.68 0.080786846 -4.032452812
Jul-12 939128 966790.6704 -27662.6704 -347785.58 27662.6704 765223333.66 0.029455698 -12.57237922

Aug-12 659538 944660.5341 -285122.5341 -632908.12 285122.5341 81294859440.20 0.432306454 -2.219775854
Sep-12 1311474 716562.5068 594911.4932 -37996.623 594911.4932 353919684722.42 0.453620501 -0.063869372
Oct-12 1512300 1192491.701 319808.2986 281811.675 319808.2986 102277347876.97 0.211471466 0.881189377
Nov-12 1404772 1448338.34 -43566.34027 238245.335 43566.34027 1898026004.75 0.031013104 5.468564345
Dec-12 1703982 1413485.268 290496.7319 528742.067 290496.7319 84388351271.00 0.170481104 1.820130862
Jan-13 1718442 1645882.654 72559.34639 601301.413 72559.34639 5264858748.41 0.042223914 8.287029078
Feb-13 1159214 1703930.131 -544716.1307 56585.2827 544716.1307 296715663068.94 0.46990127 0.103880314
Mar-13 1322260 1268157.226 54102.77386 110688.057 54102.77386 2927110138.87 0.040916895 2.045885056
Apr-13 1384926 1311439.445 73486.55477 184174.611 73486.55477 5400273732.13 0.053061719 2.506235486
May-13 1917290 1370228.689 547061.311 731235.922 547061.311 299276077942.95 0.285330498 1.336661737
Jun-13 2221949 1807877.738 414071.2622 1145307.18 414071.2622 171455010172.32 0.18635498 2.765966366
Jul-13 1857482 2139134.748 -281652.7476 863654.437 281652.7476 79328270209.13 0.151631482 3.066380301

Aug-13 759177 1913812.55 -1154635.55 -290981.11 1154635.55 1333183252197.72 1.520904281 -0.252011219
Sep-13 1114384 990104.1099 124279.8901 -166701.22 124279.8901 15445491082.65 0.111523398 -1.341337061
Oct-13 1385624 1089528.022 296095.978 129394.755 296095.978 87672828199.33 0.213691433 0.437002746
Nov-13 1572059 1326404.804 245654.1956 375048.951 245654.1956 60345983817.80 0.156262707 1.526735378
Dec-13 1770172 1522928.161 247243.8391 622292.79 247243.8391 61129515983.18 0.139672212 2.516919299
Jan-14 1769189 1720723.232 48465.76782 670758.558 48465.76782 2348930650.78 0.027394342 13.83984177
Feb-14 1420828 1759495.846 -338667.8464 332090.712 338667.8464 114695910209.04 0.238359496 0.980579394
Mar-14 1541492 1488561.569 52930.43071 385021.142 52930.43071 2801630495.46 0.034337143 7.27409804
Apr-14 1704034 1530905.914 173128.0861 558149.228 173128.0861 29973334211.40 0.101598962 3.223909193
May-14 2002397 1669408.383 332988.6172 891137.846 332988.6172 110881419203.76 0.166295004 2.676181105
Jun-14 1690311 1935799.277 -245488.2766 645649.569 245488.2766 60264493925.60 0.145232609 2.630062739

Table 4.4: Exponential Smoothing for α=0.8 
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Jul-14 1476171 1739408.655 -263237.6553 382411.914 263237.6553 69294063173.56 0.178324635 1.452724966
Aug-14 1454783 1528818.531 -74035.53106 308376.383 74035.53106 5481259859.66 0.050891116 4.165248474
Sep-14 1800711 1469590.106 331120.8938 639497.277 331120.8938 109641046302.68 0.183883418 1.931310553
Oct-14 1337328 1734486.821 -397158.8212 242338.455 397158.8212 157735129290.72 0.296979366 0.610180216
Nov-14 2089281 1416759.764 672521.2358 914859.691 672521.2358 452284812536.73 0.321891232 1.360343202
Dec-14 2034224 1954776.753 79447.24715 994306.938 79447.24715 6311865079.76 0.039055309 12.51531014
Jan-15 2420173 2018334.551 401838.4494 1396145.39 401838.4494 161474139440.36 0.166037076 3.474394722
Feb-15 2036744 2339805.31 -303061.3101 1093084.08 303061.3101 91846157688.01 0.148796957 3.606808395
Mar-15 2205988 2097356.262 108631.738 1201715.82 108631.738 11800854495.95 0.049244029 11.06229025
Apr-15 2052459 2184261.652 -131802.6524 1069913.16 131802.6524 17371939180.88 0.064216948 8.117538939

Total 10173810.81 4591850956382.57 7.564693056 88.25693301

MAD 267731.8635
MSE 120838183062.70

MAPE 0.19907087
TS 3.996211542
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MAD MSE MAPE TS

Month Product Qty Forecast Error RSFE Absolute Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/Abs Value Alpha 

Jan-12 1297441 0.9
Feb-12 1204251 1297441 0
Mar-12 1111755 1213570 -101815 -101815 101815 10366294225.00 0.091580429 -1
Apr-12 1195613 1121936.5 73676.5 -28138.5 73676.5 5428226652.25 0.061622364 -0.381919608
May-12 833280 1188245.35 -354965.35 -383103.85 354965.35 126000399700.62 0.425985683 -1.079271118
Jun-12 982668 868776.535 113891.465 -269212.39 113891.465 12971265799.85 0.115900248 -2.363762596
Jul-12 939128 971278.8535 -32150.8535 -301363.24 32150.8535 1033677380.78 0.034234794 -9.373413322

Aug-12 659538 942343.0854 -282805.0854 -584168.32 282805.0854 79978716299.82 0.428792708 -2.065621709
Sep-12 1311474 687818.5085 623655.4915 39487.1676 623655.4915 388946172034.45 0.475537823 0.063315674
Oct-12 1512300 1249108.451 263191.5491 302678.717 263191.5491 69269791542.13 0.174033954 1.15003205
Nov-12 1404772 1485980.845 -81208.84509 221469.872 81208.84509 6594876520.10 0.057809271 2.727164405
Dec-12 1703982 1412892.885 291089.1155 512558.987 291089.1155 84732873157.60 0.17082875 1.760831855
Jan-13 1718442 1674873.088 43568.91155 556127.899 43568.91155 1898250053.58 0.025353728 12.76432848
Feb-13 1159214 1714085.109 -554871.1088 1256.78987 554871.1088 307881947430.98 0.478661497 0.002265012
Mar-13 1322260 1214701.111 107558.8891 108815.679 107558.8891 11568914627.76 0.081344735 1.011684668
Apr-13 1384926 1311504.111 73421.88891 182237.568 73421.88891 5390773771.34 0.053015027 2.482060467
May-13 1917290 1377583.811 539706.1889 721943.757 539706.1889 291282770327.42 0.281494291 1.337660697
Jun-13 2221949 1863319.381 358629.6189 1080573.38 358629.6189 128615203544.55 0.161403173 3.013062276
Jul-13 1857482 2186086.038 -328604.0381 751969.338 328604.0381 107980613862.91 0.17690833 2.288375219

Aug-13 759177 1890342.404 -1131165.404 -379196.07 1131165.404 1279535170779.15 1.489989033 -0.335226011
Sep-13 1114384 872293.5404 242090.4596 -137105.61 242090.4596 58607790638.49 0.217241507 -0.566340395
Oct-13 1385624 1090174.954 295449.046 158343.439 295449.046 87290138759.79 0.213224544 0.535941617
Nov-13 1572059 1356079.095 215979.9046 374323.344 215979.9046 46647319189.38 0.13738664 1.733139686
Dec-13 1770172 1550461.01 219710.9905 594034.334 219710.9905 48272919328.75 0.124118442 2.703707872
Jan-14 1769189 1748200.901 20988.09905 615022.433 20988.09905 440500301.56 0.011863119 29.30338913
Feb-14 1420828 1767090.19 -346262.1901 268760.243 346262.1901 119897504289.67 0.243704509 0.776175543
Mar-14 1541492 1455454.219 86037.78099 354798.024 86037.78099 7402499757.76 0.055814614 4.123746803
Apr-14 1704034 1532888.222 171145.7781 525943.802 171145.7781 29290877361.13 0.100435659 3.073074944
May-14 2002397 1686919.422 315477.5778 841421.38 315477.5778 99526102100.80 0.157549965 2.667135288
Jun-14 1690311 1970849.242 -280538.2422 560883.138 280538.2422 78701705347.33 0.165968418 1.999310802

Table 4.5: Exponential Smoothing for α=0.9 
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Jul-14 1476171 1718364.824 -242193.8242 318689.314 242193.8242 58657848491.23 0.164068949 1.315844096
Aug-14 1454783 1500390.382 -45607.38242 273081.931 45607.38242 2080033331.40 0.031349956 5.987669471
Sep-14 1800711 1459343.738 341367.2618 614449.193 341367.2618 116531607400.01 0.189573597 1.799965205
Oct-14 1337328 1766574.274 -429246.2738 185202.919 429246.2738 184252363591.98 0.32097307 0.43146075
Nov-14 2089281 1380252.627 709028.3726 894231.292 709028.3726 502721233176.73 0.339364773 1.261206641
Dec-14 2034224 2018378.163 15845.83726 910077.129 15845.83726 251090558.53 0.007789623 57.43319928
Jan-15 2420173 2032639.416 387533.5837 1297610.71 387533.5837 150182278515.65 0.160126397 3.348382611
Feb-15 2036744 2381419.642 -344675.6416 952935.071 344675.6416 118801297931.25 0.16922875 2.764729955
Mar-15 2205988 2071211.564 134776.4358 1087711.51 134776.4358 18164687657.00 0.061095725 8.070487251
Apr-15 2052459 2192510.356 -140051.3564 947660.151 140051.3564 19614382434.04 0.068235885 6.766518904

Total 10339981.34 4666810117872.75 7.723609982 147.5303119

MAD 272104.7722
MSE 122810792575.60

MAPE 0.203252894
TS 3.482703163
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4.1.4 Exponential Smoothing with Trend Adjustment Analysis 

 
Simple exponential smoothing fails to respond to trends. To improve our forecast - the 

idea is to compute an exponentially smoothed average of the data and then adjust for 

positive or negative lag in trend. In table 4.6, the forecast, trend, forecast including trend is 

calculated for α= 0.8 and δ= 0.2. Now forecasting including trend quantity that is obtained 

from table 4.6 putted in the table 4.7 and other parameters such as MAD, MSE, MAPE 

and TS are calculated respectively. 

From the analysis in table 4.7, we see that the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is 

283420.0539, mean square error (MSE) is 140132825233.18, mean absolute percent error 

(MAPE) and tracking signal (TS) are 0.212552108 and 0.54884258 respectively. The bar 

chart below table 4.7 shows actual vs. forecasted quantity for exponential smoothing with 

trend adjustment. 
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  Table 4.6: Exponential Smoothing with Trend Adjustment

Month Product Qty Forecast Trend FIT Alpha, α Beta, β
Jan-12 1297441 1297441 0 1297441 0.8 0.2
Feb-12 1204251 1297441 0 1297441
Mar-12 1111755 1222889 -14910.4 1207979
Apr-12 1195613 1130999.72 -30306.176 1100694
May-12 833280 1176629.109 -15119.06304 1161510
Jun-12 982668 898926.0092 -67635.87036 831290
Jul-12 939128 952392.4278 -43415.41257 908977

Aug-12 659538 933097.803 -38591.255 894507
Sep-12 1311474 706531.7096 -76186.22268 630345
Oct-12 1512300 1175248.297 32794.33941 1208043
Nov-12 1404772 1451448.527 81475.51752 1532924
Dec-12 1703982 1430402.409 60971.19034 1491374
Jan-13 1718442 1661460.32 94988.53445 1756449
Feb-13 1159214 1726043.371 88907.43776 1814951
Mar-13 1322260 1290361.362 -16010.45162 1274351
Apr-13 1384926 1312678.182 -8344.997237 1304333
May-13 1917290 1368807.437 4549.853198 1373357
Jun-13 2221949 1808503.458 91579.08677 1900083
Jul-13 1857482 2157575.709 143077.7196 2300653

Aug-13 759177 1946116.286 72170.29103 2018287
Sep-13 1114384 1010998.915 -129287.2412 881712
Oct-13 1385624 1067849.535 -92059.6691 975790
Nov-13 1572059 1303657.173 -26486.20762 1277171
Dec-13 1770172 1513081.393 20695.8779 1533777
Jan-14 1769189 1722893.054 58519.03454 1781412
Feb-14 1420828 1771633.618 56563.34034 1828197
Mar-14 1541492 1502301.792 -8615.692954 1493686
Apr-14 1704034 1531930.82 -966.7487403 1530964
May-14 2002397 1669420.014 26724.4399 1696144
Jun-14 1690311 1941146.491 75724.84724 2016871
Jul-14 1476171 1755623.068 23475.19315 1779098

Aug-14 1454783 1536756.452 -24993.16857 1511763
Sep-14 1800711 1466179.057 -34110.01394 1432069
Oct-14 1337328 1726982.609 24872.69921 1751855
Nov-14 2089281 1420233.462 -41451.67003 1378782
Dec-14 2034224 1947181.158 72228.20333 2019409
Jan-15 2420173 2031261.072 74598.54547 2105860
Feb-15 2036744 2357310.324 124888.6866 2482199
Mar-15 2205988 2125835.002 53615.88499 2179451
Apr-15 2052459 2200680.577 57861.82307 2258542
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MAD MSE MAPE TS

Month Product Qty FIT Error RSFE Abs Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/Abs Value

Jan-12 1297441 1297441 0
Feb-12 1204251 1297441 -93190 -93190 93190 8684376100 0.0773842 -1
Mar-12 1111755 1207979 -96224 -189414 96223.6 9258981197 0.086551084 -1.968473431
Apr-12 1195613 1100694 94919 -94494 94919.456 9009703127 0.079389782 -0.995519233
May-12 833280 1161510 -328230 -422724 328230.0458 107734962940 0.393901265 -1.287889988
Jun-12 982668 831290 151378 -271346 151377.8612 22915256864 0.154047818 -1.79250999
Jul-12 939128 908977 30151 -241195 30150.98481 909081885 0.032105299 -7.999584268

Aug-12 659538 894507 -234969 -476164 234968.548 55210218568 0.356262335 -2.02650055
Sep-12 1311474 630345 681129 204965 681128.5131 463936051326 0.51936105 0.300919162
Oct-12 1512300 1208043 304257 509222 304257.3632 92572543066 0.201188496 1.673655418
Nov-12 1404772 1532924 -128152 381070 128152.0449 16422946607 0.091226224 2.973576738
Dec-12 1703982 1491374 212608 593678 212608.4007 45202332041 0.124771506 2.792355986
Jan-13 1718442 1756449 -38007 555671 38006.85431 1444520975 0.022117042 14.62029668
Feb-13 1159214 1814951 -655737 -100065 655736.8086 429990762182 0.565673645 -0.152599826
Mar-13 1322260 1274351 47909 -52156 47909.0899 2295280895 0.03623273 -1.088650042
Apr-13 1384926 1304333 80593 28437 80592.81522 6495201864 0.058192868 0.35284265
May-13 1917290 1373357 543933 572369 543932.7098 295862792840 0.283698715 1.052279596
Jun-13 2221949 1900083 321866 894236 321866.4552 103598014980 0.144857715 2.778281903
Jul-13 1857482 2300653 -443171 451064 443171.4286 196400915097 0.2385872 1.017810016

Aug-13 759177 2018287 -1259110 -808045 1259109.577 1585356926256 1.658519129 -0.641759282
Sep-13 1114384 881712 232672 -575373 232672.3259 54136411238 0.208790081 -2.472889415
Oct-13 1385624 975790 409834 -165539 409834.1343 167964017622 0.295775863 -0.40391657
Nov-13 1572059 1277171 294888 129349 294888.0345 86958952876 0.187580768 0.438638472
Dec-13 1770172 1533777 236395 365744 236394.729 55882467897 0.133543367 1.547174793
Jan-14 1769189 1781412 -12223 353521 12223.08874 149403898 0.006908865 28.9223849
Feb-14 1420828 1828197 -407369 -53848 407368.9581 165949468013 0.286712366 -0.132185037
Mar-14 1541492 1493686 47806 -6042 47805.90134 2285404203 0.031012747 -0.126389828
Apr-14 1704034 1530964 173070 167028 173069.929 29953200327 0.101564833 0.965088218

Table 4.7: Exponential Smoothing with Trend Adjustment 
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May-14 2002397 1696144 306253 473280 306252.5459 93790621871 0.152942971 1.545392199
Jun-14 1690311 2016871 -326560 146720 326560.3381 106641654397 0.193195417 0.449288968
Jul-14 1476171 1779098 -302927 -156207 302927.2608 91764925316 0.205211497 -0.515659446

Aug-14 1454783 1511763 -56980 -213188 56980.28359 3246752717 0.039167548 -3.741427275
Sep-14 1800711 1432069 368642 155454 368641.9572 135896892627 0.204720223 0.421694729
Oct-14 1337328 1751855 -414527 -259073 414527.3078 171832888886 0.30996682 -0.624984007
Nov-14 2089281 1378782 710499 451426 710499.2085 504809125244 0.340068765 0.635364917
Dec-14 2034224 2019409 14815 466241 14814.63837 219473510 0.007282698 31.4716362
Jan-15 2420173 2105860 314313 780554 314313.3822 98792902235 0.129872279 2.483363215
Feb-15 2036744 2482199 -445455 335099 445455.0102 198430166092 0.218709376 0.752262908
Mar-15 2205988 2179451 26537 361636 26537.11297 704218365 0.012029582 13.62757111
Apr-15 2052459 2258542 -206083 155553 206083.4005 42470367950 0.100408047 0.754806032

Total 11053382.1 5465180184094 8.289532216 84.60574662

MAD 283420.0539
MSE 140132825233.18

MAPE 0.212552108
TS 0.54884258
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4.1.5 Seasonal Index Analysis 

To get seasonal index, demand from the month January to December for the year from 

2012 to 2014 is putted in table 4.8 and then average demand for the year 2012 to 2014 are 

calculated for respective months. Now total average annual demand and average monthly 

demand are calculated as 17553310 and 1462776 respectively. Seasonal index for 

particular month is calculated dividing average demand for respective months for the year 

2012 to 2014 by average monthly demand. Now deseasonalised demand is obtained 

simply dividing particular month’s actual demand by that month’s seasonal index in table 

4.9. Parameters such as ∑ x2, ∑xy, ∑x, ∑y are calculated from these data and then forecast 

equation for these data is determined as Y= 1061403.02 + 23462.94 X, where Y is forecast 

quantity and X is number of period. Forecast quantity for the whole periods are obtained 

from this forecast equation. Now forecast quantity from table 4.9 is putted in table 4.10 

and remaining parameters such as MAD, MSE, MAPE and TS are calculated similarly like 

other forecasting methods. 

From the analysis in table 4.10, we obtain that the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is 

241420.5767, mean square error (MSE) is 95233819162.24, mean absolute percent error 

(MAPE) and tracking signal (TS) are 0.190921013 and 0.004042011 respectively. The bar 

chart below table 4.10 shows actual vs. forecasted quantity for seasonal index method. 
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Table 4.8: Seasonal Index 

    

 Avg. 2012-1014 Demand  Avg. Monthly Demand

Month 2012 2013 2014 Seasonal Index
Jan 1297441 1718442 1769189 1595024 1462776 1.09
Feb 1204251 1159214 1420828 1261431 1462776 0.86
Mar 1111755 1322260 1541492 1325169 1462776 0.91
Apr 1195613 1384926 1704034 1428191 1462776 0.98
May 833280 1917290 2002397 1584322 1462776 1.08
Jun 982668 2221949 1690311 1631643 1462776 1.12
Jul 939128 1857482 1476171 1424260 1462776 0.97

Aug 659538 759177 1454783 957833 1462776 0.65
Sep 1311474 1114384 1800711 1408856 1462776 0.96
Oct 1512300 1385624 1337328 1411751 1462776 0.97
Nov 1404772 1572059 2089281 1688704 1462776 1.15
Dec 1703982 1770172 2034224 1836126 1462776 1.26

Total average annual demand 17553310

Demand 2012-1014
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Period(x) Month Product Qty Seasonal Index Deseasonalised Demand(y) x^2 xy Forecast 
1 Jan-12 1297441 1.09 1189866 1 1189866 1119995.65 
2 Feb-12 1204251 0.86 1396469 4 2792938 1139583.09 
3 Mar-12 1111755 0.91 1227201 9 3681602 1159170.53 
4 Apr-12 1195613 0.98 1224566 16 4898263 1178757.97 
5 May-12 833280 1.08 769352 25 3846761 1198345.41 
6 Jun-12 982668 1.12 880967 36 5285801 1217932.84 
7 Jul-12 939128 0.97 964524 49 6751670 1237520.28 
8 Aug-12 659538 0.65 1007228 64 8057827 1257107.72 
9 Sep-12 1311474 0.96 1361667 81 12254999 1276695.16 

10 Oct-12 1512300 0.97 1566959 100 15669593 1296282.60 
11 Nov-12 1404772 1.15 1216831 121 13385136 1315870.04 
12 Dec-12 1703982 1.26 1357501 144 16290017 1335457.48 
13 Jan-13 1718442 1.09 1575961 169 20487491 1355044.92 
14 Feb-13 1159214 0.86 1344243 196 18819407 1374632.36 
15 Mar-13 1322260 0.91 1459565 225 21893471 1394219.80 
16 Apr-13 1384926 0.98 1418463 256 22695410 1413807.24 
17 May-13 1917290 1.08 1770199 289 30093379 1433394.67 
18 Jun-13 2221949 1.12 1991988 324 35855792 1452982.11 
19 Jul-13 1857482 0.97 1907713 361 36246545 1472569.55 
20 Aug-13 759177 0.65 1159394 400 23187887 1492156.99 
21 Sep-13 1114384 0.96 1157034 441 24297704 1511744.43 
22 Oct-13 1385624 0.97 1435705 484 31585507 1531331.87 
23 Nov-13 1572059 1.15 1361737 529 31319940 1550919.31 
24 Dec-13 1770172 1.26 1410233 576 33845583 1570506.75 
25 Jan-14 1769189 1.09 1622500 625 40562507 1590094.19 
26 Feb-14 1420828 0.86 1647615 676 42837995 1609681.63 
27 Mar-14 1541492 0.91 1701562 729 45942175 1629269.07 

Table 4.9: Seasonal Index 
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28 Apr-14 1704034 0.98 1745299 784 48868361 1648856.51 
29 May-14 2002397 1.08 1848777 841 53614519 1668443.94 
30 Jun-14 1690311 1.12 1515372 900 45461169 1688031.38 
31 Jul-14 1476171 0.97 1516090 961 46998799 1707618.82 
32 Aug-14 1454783 0.65 2221705 1024 71094553 1727206.26 
33 Sep-14 1800711 0.96 1869627 1089 61697707 1746793.70 
34 Oct-14 1337328 0.97 1385663 1156 47112552 1766381.14 
35 Nov-14 2089281 1.15 1809760 1225 63341617 1785968.58 
36 Dec-14 2034224 1.26 1620593 1296 58341363 1805556.02 
                
                
      ∑x = 666       
      ∑x^2 = 16206       
      ∑y = 52659930       
      ∑xy = 1050305906       
      n = 36       
                
                
      b = 19587.44       
      a = 1100408.21       
                
      Y= a+bx       
      Y= 1100408.21+19587.44X       
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MAD MSE MAPE TS
Month Product Qty Forecast Error RSFE Absolute Value Square Value of Error Absolute value/Actual RSFE/Abs Value
Jan-12 1297441 1119995.65 177445.35 212575.04 177445.35 31486852781.68 0.136765642 1.19797469
Feb-12 1204251 1139583.09 64667.91 277242.95 64667.91 4181938894.24 0.053699696 4.287179563
Mar-12 1111755 1159170.53 -47415.53 229827.43 47415.53 2248232175.55 0.042649259 4.847092113
Apr-12 1195613 1178757.97 16855.03 246682.46 16855.03 284092175.51 0.0140974 14.63553606
May-12 833280 1198345.41 -365065.41 -118382.95 365065.41 133272749931.96 0.438106525 -0.324278728
Jun-12 982668 1217932.84 -235264.84 -353647.79 235264.84 55349546888.72 0.239414374 -1.50319012
Jul-12 939128 1237520.28 -298392.28 -652040.07 298392.28 89037954718.93 0.317733348 -2.185177396

Aug-12 659538 1257107.72 -597569.72 -1249609.80 597569.72 357089573143.34 0.9060429 -2.091153129
Sep-12 1311474 1276695.16 34778.84 -1214830.96 34778.84 1209567604.13 0.026518893 -34.93017624
Oct-12 1512300 1296282.60 216017.40 -998813.56 216017.40 46663516807.86 0.142840309 -4.623764384
Nov-12 1404772 1315870.04 88901.96 -909911.60 88901.96 7903558524.21 0.063285686 -10.23500039
Dec-12 1703982 1335457.48 368524.52 -541387.08 368524.52 135810322612.66 0.216272543 -1.46906663
Jan-13 1718442 1355044.92 363397.08 -177989.99 363397.08 132057439141.63 0.211468925 -0.489794781
Feb-13 1159214 1374632.36 -215418.36 -393408.35 215418.36 46405068629.14 0.185831397 -1.826252676
Mar-13 1322260 1394219.80 -71959.80 -465368.15 71959.80 5178212292.10 0.05442182 -6.467057597
Apr-13 1384926 1413807.24 -28881.24 -494249.38 28881.24 834125763.71 0.020853992 -17.1131662
May-13 1917290 1433394.67 483895.33 -10354.06 483895.33 234154685914.69 0.252385046 -0.021397309
Jun-13 2221949 1452982.11 768966.89 758612.83 768966.89 591310072124.96 0.346077649 0.986535106
Jul-13 1857482 1472569.55 384912.45 1143525.28 384912.45 148157591931.72 0.207222706 2.970871127

Aug-13 759177 1492156.99 -732979.99 410545.28 732979.99 537259668725.69 0.965492885 0.560104352
Sep-13 1114384 1511744.43 -397360.43 13184.85 397360.43 157895312261.03 0.356574063 0.03318109
Oct-13 1385624 1531331.87 -145707.87 -132523.02 145707.87 21230783469.45 0.105156861 -0.909511736
Nov-13 1572059 1550919.31 21139.69 -111383.33 21139.69 446886516.86 0.013447136 -5.268919484
Dec-13 1770172 1570506.75 199665.25 88281.92 199665.25 39866212625.44 0.112794266 0.442149665
Jan-14 1769189 1590094.19 179094.81 267376.74 179094.81 32074951788.00 0.101229893 1.49293401
Feb-14 1420828 1609681.63 -188853.63 78523.11 188853.63 35665692373.91 0.132918008 0.415788199
Mar-14 1541492 1629269.07 -87777.07 -9253.96 87777.07 7704813312.77 0.056942927 -0.105425677
Apr-14 1704034 1648856.51 55177.49 45923.54 55177.49 3044555941.29 0.032380513 0.832287482
May-14 2002397 1668443.94 333953.06 379876.59 333953.06 111524643441.53 0.166776646 1.137514952

Table 4.10: Seasonal Index 
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4.2 Comparison of Different Forecasting Methods 

  

Figure 4.1:  Comparison of MAD among Forecasting Methods 

 
In the above Figure 4.1, mean absolute deviation (MAD) of different forecasting methods 

are depicted and compared among each other in a bar chart. From the Figure 4.1, we see 

that seasonal index method provides lowest MAD followed by exponential smoothing for 

α= 0.8, exponential smoothing for α= 0.9, exponential smoothing with trend adjustments, 

three month weighted moving average, three month moving average and five month 

moving average methods. 
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Figure 4.2:  Comparison of MSE among Forecasting Methods 

 
In the above Figure 4.2, mean square error (MSE) of different forecasting methods are 

depicted and compared among each other in a bar chart. From the Figure 4.2, we see that 

seasonal index method provides lowest MSE and then followed by exponential smoothing 

for α= 0.8, exponential smoothing for α= 0.9, three month weighted moving average, 

exponential smoothing with trend adjustments, five month moving average and three 

month moving average methods. 
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Figure 4.3:  Comparison of MAPE among Forecasting Methods 

 
In the above Figure 4.3, mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of different forecasting 

methods are depicted and compared among each other in a bar chart. From the Figure 4.3, 

we see that MAPE is lowest in seasonal index method and then followed by exponential 

smoothing for α= 0.8, exponential smoothing for α= 0.9, three month weighted moving 

average, exponential smoothing with trend adjustments, five month moving average and 

three month moving average methods. 
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Figure 4.4:  Comparison of TS among Forecasting Methods 

 
In the above Figure 4.4, tracking signal (TS) of different forecasting methods are depicted 

and compared among each other in a bar chart. From the Figure 4.4, we see that TS is 

lowest in seasonal index method and then followed by exponential smoothing with trend 

adjustments, exponential smoothing for α= 0.9, exponential smoothing for α= 0.8, three 

month weighted moving average, three month moving average and five month moving 

average methods. 
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CHAPTER 5 

QUALITY ANALYSIS 
 

5.1 Quality Analysis 

In order to be successful in the market, to cost reduction, to smooth the production system, 

to reduce lead time and to give assurance about quality, quality control and improvement 

is utmost important in a manufacturing organization. In a manufacturing organization 

defects creates hassle for the organization and in some cases it requires rework which raise 

production cost, increase lead time, unsmooth production system etc. So defect 

minimization is very important. In order to minimize defects at first we have to identify 

the defects and reasons that lead to defects. In this chapter we will analyze the defects, 

construct attribute control chart for defects and prioritize the defects and try to reduce the 

defects which basically leads to rework. 
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                       Table 5.1: p Control Chart 

 

  
  
  
  

Month Total Check Total Alter Proportion Defective p bar UCL LCL
Jan-14 1602603 94449 0.058934909 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Feb-14 1602603 93481 0.058330776 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Mar-14 1602603 90126 0.056237074 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Apr-14 1602603 92915 0.057977716 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

May-14 1602603 83067 0.051832379 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Jun-14 1602603 78356 0.048892778 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Jul-14 1602603 87953 0.054881176 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Aug-14 1602603 84752 0.052884176 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Sep-14 1602603 75570 0.047154707 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Oct-14 1602603 71542 0.044641255 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

14-Nov 1602603 69175 0.043164132 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

14-Dec 1602603 71843 0.044828888 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Jan-13 1602603 132680 0.082790179 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Feb-13 1602603 154794 0.096588939 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Mar-13 1602603 167838 0.10472819 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Apr-13 1602603 155213 0.096850689 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

May-13 1602603 76975 0.048031336 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Jun-13 1602603 117291 0.073187998 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Jul-13 1602603 87597 0.05465948 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Aug-13 1602603 92370 0.057637415 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Sep-13 1602603 82309 0.051359316 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Oct-13 1602603 82087 0.051220966 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Nov-13 1602603 91796 0.057279312 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043

Dec-13 1602603 107327 0.066970328 0.06087767 0.0614443 0.060311043
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P chart 
 

   Input  Output  
Total Alter 2341506   

No. of 
Samples 24 p-bar 0.06087767 

Sample Size 1602603 1-p bar 0.93912233 
Sigma Limit 3 Sigma p 0.000188876 

  
UCL 0.0614443 

  
LCL 0.060311043 

 

 

Figure 5.1: P-chart of observed defective 
 

In the above Figure 5.1 p-control chart for observed defective has been constructed with 

control limits UCL=0.06144, CL=0.06088, LCL=0.06031. From the control chart it has 

been found that quality characteristics in the manufacturing process tended not to be in 

statistical control. Hence, the process has to be brought into state of statistical control by 

finding the root causes and eliminating the causes from the process. Brainstorming session 

has been carried out to find out root causes and remedies have been identified.
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Table 5.2: All Floors Sewing Defect Report 

Month Total Check Total Alter Alter % 

Jan-14 1602603 94449 5.89% 
Feb-14 1602603 93481 5.83% 
Mar-14 1602603 90126 5.62% 
Apr-14 1602603 92915 5.80% 
May-14 1602603 83067 5.18% 
Jun-14 1602603 78356 4.89% 
Jul-14 1602603 87953 5.49% 

Aug-14 1602603 84752 5.29% 
Sep-14 1602603 75570 4.72% 
Oct-14 1602603 71542 4.46% 
Nov-14 1602603 69175 4.32% 
Dec-14 1602603 71843 4.48% 
Jan-13 1602603 132680 8.28% 
Feb-13 1602603 154794 9.66% 
Mar-13 1602603 167838 10.47% 
Apr-13 1602603 155213 9.69% 
May-13 1602603 76975 4.80% 
Jun-13 1602603 117291 7.32% 
Jul-13 1602603 87597 5.47% 

Aug-13 1602603 92370 5.76% 
Sep-13 1602603 82309 5.14% 
Oct-13 1602603 82087 5.12% 
Nov-13 1602603 91796 5.73% 
Dec-13 1602603 107327 6.70% 

    Average 6.09% 
 

In the above Table 5.2, all floor’s sewing defect report is given for 24 month. Total check, 

total alter quantity are collected from the floors and alter percentage for corresponding 

month are calculated. Then average of 24 months alter is calculated and it is found 6.09%. 
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Figure 5.2: Monthly Sewing Defect Percentage- 2014 

In the above Figure 5.2, the monthly sewing defect percentage for the year 2014 is 

depicted in a bar chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Monthly Sewing Defect Percentage- 2013 
 

In the above Figure 5.3, the monthly sewing defect percentage for the year 2013 is 

depicted in a bar chart. 
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5.2  Problem Identification through Brainstorming 

There are eighteen causes that are identified through brainstorming. The lists of the 

problems are as follows: 

i. Uncut Thread 

ii. Open Seam 

iii. Broken Stich 

iv. Marking Mistakes 

v. Raw Edge 

vi. Label Mistake 

vii. Joint Stitch 

viii. Uneven 

ix. Updown 

x. Dirty Spot 

xi. Oil Spot 

xii. Pleat 

xiii. Slanted 

xiv. Fabric Damage 

xv. Task Missing 

xvi. Fabric Shading 

xvii. Drop Stitch 

xviii. Needle Damage 
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5.3 Identification of Main Problems from the Data Check Sheet 

Table 5.3: Data Check Sheet of Defects 

SL. Name of Problem Month Total Percentage Cumulative 
Percentage 

    July-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Oct-15       
1 Uncut Thread 10237 10827 7644 10125 38833 56.77% 56.77% 
2 Open seam 1857 1996 1425 1622 6900 10.09% 66.86% 
3 Broken Stitch 1328 1296 942 1135 4701 6.87% 73.73% 
4 Marking Mistake 1154 1023 637 846 3660 5.35% 79.08% 
5 Raw Edge 721 587 377 486 2171 3.17% 82.25% 
6 Label Mistake 365 466 289 438 1558 2.28% 84.53% 
7 Joint Stitch 364 392 219 388 1363 1.99% 86.52% 
8 Uneven 384 386 287 362 1419 2.07% 88.60% 
9 Up Down 354 467 209 256 1286 1.88% 90.48% 

10 Dirty Spot 365 366 156 263 1150 1.68% 92.16% 
11 Oil Spot 364 256 143 213 976 1.43% 93.59% 
12 Pleat 287 387 118 262 1054 1.54% 95.13% 
13 Slanted 238 346 82 263 929 1.36% 96.49% 
14 Fabric Damage 264 327 79 235 905 1.32% 97.81% 
15 Tack Missing 156 178 62 133 529 0.77% 98.58% 
16 Fabric Shading 108 83 75 106 372 0.54% 99.13% 
17 Drop Stitch 92 118 64 88 362 0.53% 99.65% 
18 Needle Damage 44 76 47 69 236 0.35% 100.00% 

Total Defect 18682 19577 12855 17290 68404 100%   
Monthly Production 324802 362195 232982 322980 1242959     
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5.4  Identification of Major Problems by Pareto Chart 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Pareto chart for defectives 
 

Pareto chart in Figure 5.4 was constructed based upon the collected data which was shown 

in Table 5.3. Pareto chart revealed that uncut thread defect makes 56.77% contribution and 

it is the highest contributor for defective garments. Open seam defects make 10.09% 

contribution and it is the second highest contributor for defective garments. These two 

defects combinedly contributed 66.86% defects. By Pareto chart we identified two major 

problems which contributed significant defects. Therefore, it is obvious that if the causes 

for these two major problems are reduced, the overall defects will also be reduced. If it is 

the Pareto chart that helps us to prioritize our efforts and focus on attention on the most 

pressing problem, it is the cause and effect diagram that helps to lead us to the root cause 

of the problem. The data analyzed by the cause and effect diagram usually comes from a 

brainstorming session. The following section provides cause and effect analysis for these 

two major problems.  
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5.5  Cause and Effect Analysis for Uncut Thread 

 
 

Figure5.5: Cause and Effect diagram for uncut thread 
 

From Pareto analysis we have identified top two major problems which lead to significant 

defect and these two major problems are uncut thread and open seam. The above Figure 

5.5 represents the cause and effects diagram showing different root causes for uncut 

thread. These causes could be related to man, machine, material and environment. For 

example, a problem with machine could be due to dull sewing machine knives. 
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5.6 Cause and Effect Analysis for Open Seam 

 

 

Figure5.6: Cause and Effect diagram for open seam 
 
 
 

The above Figure 5.6 represents the cause and effects diagram showing different root 

causes for open seam. These causes could be related to man, machine, method and 

material. For example, a problem with material could be due to weak thread and weak 

needle. 
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5.7 Suggested Solutions for Major Defects with Corresponding Causes 

Table 5.4: Solutions for Uncut Thread Defect 

Areas Causes Suggested Solutions 

Man 
Not cutting the thread. Need proper awareness and motivational 

training. 

Need continuous follow up. Less supervision. 

Machine Dull sewing machine    
knives. Need regular basis knives sharpening. 

Material Dull thread cutter. Need regular basis thread cutter 
sharpening. 

Environment Insufficient light. Need to increase the light. 
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Table 5.5: Solutions for Open Seam Defect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Areas Causes 
 

Suggested Solutions 
 

Man 

Resistance to accept new 
system 

System development is essential. 
 
New system has to adopt by the 
employer. Lack of skill 

 
Machine 

 

 
Faulty Feed dog 

 

 
Feed dog and hook set timing should 
be checked periodically 

Method 

 
Incorrect threading 

 

 
The positioning of needle should be 
proper for correct threading. 
 
Stitching method should be 
standardize. Worker need to mark 
accurately in the panel as it required. 
  
Worker need to make sure the thread 
goes through the tension disc with 
proper disc tension 

 
Stitching method not 

standardize. 
 
 

Tension of sewing thread 
not right. 

 

Material 

 
Low quality thread 

 

 
Quality of sewing thread must be 
good as it required. 
 
Needle must be good and should not 
be broken. 
 

 
Dull needle 
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5.8  Solution Implementation 

To reduce uncut thread and open seam problems in the production floor we suggest some 

solutions that are implemented which reduces these problems. Some of the suggested 

solutions are: 

- Team meeting with sewing manager about uncut thread reduction and open seam 

reduction is conducted on regular basis. 

 
- A motivational, inspirational and awareness training program for worker to cut 

additional thread of each process by its own worker/maker and check open seam 

for minimizing uncut thread and open seam is conducted on a regular basis. 

 
- An awareness training program for worker & supervisor about defect minimization 

by reducing uncut thread and open seam through ensuring quality at the source. 

 
- Sewing manager, in-charge with QC gives guideline to operator for cutting extra 

thread to reduce uncut thread  and reduce open seam quantity. 

 
- Dull sewing machine knives are sharpened & we set a standard for sharpening the 

knives & thread cutter within every 15 days and quality of the sewing thread and 

needle is ensured. 

 
- Arrange additional light with machine to ensure sufficient lighting during work 

also reduce the uncut thread and open seam defect percentages. 
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5.9 Result Analysis 

Table 5.6: Result Analysis for Uncut Thread Defect 

Index 

 

July 15-  

Oct 15 

(4months) 

 

Implementation & Result Analysis Stage 

Nov- 15 Dec- 15 Jan- 16 Feb- 16 

 

Monthly 

Production 

 

1242959 369642 419975 437469 565057 

 

Uncut 

Thread Pcs 

 

38833 10392 9156 6588 8364 

 

Uncut 

Thread 

Percentage 

w.r.to 

production 

 

3.12% 2.81% 2.18% 1.51% 1.48% 

 

Total monthly production quantity from July 2015 to October 2015 is 1242959 and uncut 

thread pieces produced during this interval is 38833 for this floor. From this data uncut 

thread percentage with respect to production for four months is calculated as 3.12%.  Now 

after solution implementation from November 2015 to February 2016 for 4 months the 

monthly production quantity and uncut thread pieces production quantity is given in the 

above table 5.6. Uncut thread percentages with respect to production for these 4 months 

are calculated for each of the respective months. 
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 Table 5.7: Result Analysis for Open Seam Defect 

Index 

 

July 15-  

Oct 15 

(4months) 

 

Implementation & Result Analysis Stage 

Nov- 15 Dec- 15 Jan- 16 Feb- 16 

 

Monthly 

Production 

 

1242959 369642 419975 437469 565057 

 

Open Seam 

Pcs 

 

6900 1817 1560 1025 1227 

 

Open Seam 

Percentage 

w.r.to 

production 

 

0.559% 0.4917% 0.3716% 0.2344% 0.2172% 

 

Total monthly production quantity from July 2015 to October 2015 is 1242959 and open 

seam pieces produced during this interval is 6900 for this floor. From this data open seam 

percentage with respect to production for these four months is calculated as 0.559%.  Now 

after solution implementation from November 2015 to February 2016 for 4 months the 

monthly production quantity and open seam pieces production quantity is given in the 

above table 5.7. Open seam percentages with respect to production for these 4 months are 

calculated for each of the respective months. 
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5.9.1 Result Analysis Financial Benefits 

Table 5.8: Result Analysis Financial Benefits for Uncut Thread Defect Reduction 

 
Description 

 
Time Savings Money savings 

Re
m

ar
ks

 

Month 

Uncut 
Thread % 

w.r.to 
production 

Total 
Production 

Uncut 
Thread 

pcs 

Uncut 
Thread 

pcs 
w.r.t. 

base line 

Uncut 
Thread 

Reduced 
pcs 

Total 
Rework 

min 
save 

Total 
Recheck 

min 
save 

Money 
save 
from 

rework 

Money 
save from 
recheck 

Total 
Money 
Saving 

 
July-15 to  

Oct-15 (Before 
Implementation) 
 

3.12% 1242959 38833  

            

Ba
se

 L
in

e 
Ba

se
d 

on
 (J

ul
y 

to
 O

ct
-1

5)
 4

 m
on

th
 

A
vg

. 

Nov-15 2.81% 369642 10392 11548 1156 1735 1156 1717 1145 2862 

Dec-15 2.18% 419975 9156 13121 3965 5948 3965 5888 3925 9813 

Janu-16 1.51% 437469 6588 13668 7080 10619 7080 10513 7009 17522 

Feb-16 1.48% 565057 8364 17654 9290 13935 9290 13795 9197 22992 

Total  1792143 34500 55991 21491 32236 21491 31914 21276 53190 
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Table 5.9: Result Analysis Financial Benefits for Open Seam Defect Reduction 

 
Description 

 
Time Savings Money savings 

Re
m

ar
ks

 

Month 

Open 
Seam % 
w.r.to 

production 

Total 
Production 

Open 
Seam 
pcs 

Open 
Seam 
pcs 

w.r.t. 
base line 

Open 
Seam 

Reduced 
pcs 

Total 
Rework 

min 
save 

Total 
Recheck 

min 
save 

Money 
save 
from 

rework 

Money 
save from 
recheck 

Total 
Money 
Saving 

 
July-15 to  

Oct-15 (Before 
Implementation) 
 

0.559% 1242959 6900  

            

Ba
se

 L
in

e 
Ba

se
d 

on
 (J

ul
y 

to
 O

ct
-1

5)
 4

 m
on

th
 A

vg
. 

Nov-15 0.492% 369642 1817 2052 235 352 235 349 233 582 

Dec-15 0.371% 419975 1560 2331 771 1157 771 1146 764 1909 

Janu-16 0.234% 437469 1025 2429 1404 2105 1404 2084 1389 3474 

Feb-16 0.217% 565057 1227 3137 1910 2865 1910 2836 1891 4727 

Total  1792143 5629 9949 4320 6480 4320 6415 4276 10691 
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We set uncut thread percentage with respect to production from July-2015 to October- 

2015 as our base line from where we analyzed our improvements in uncut thread pieces 

production for the following four months. Now from November-2015 to February-2016 

we got production quantity and uncut thread pieces production quantity from the floor. 

From these data we calculated uncut thread percentage with respect to production that is 

provided in the table 5.8. We calculated uncut thread pieces with respect to base line from 

November-2015 to February-2016 by simply multiplying the respective production 

quantity for these four months and average of uncut thread percentage with respect to 

production for July-2015 to October-2015 that is set as our baseline. The base line of 

uncut thread percentage with respect to production is 3.12%. Reduction in uncut thread 

pieces is obtained by subtracting uncut thread pieces from uncut thread pieces with respect 

to base line for the respective months. Now total uncut thread reduction quantity is found 

by adding uncut thread reduced pieces from November-2015 to February-2016 and this 

quantity is 21491. As uncut thread quantity is reduced after the improvements so the time 

necessary for rework and recheck for uncut thread and also money required for rework and 

recheck for uncut thread is saved. Based on the experience, we found that the time and 

money required for rework and recheck on per piece of uncut thread are 1.5 minute and 1 

minute and 1.48 Tk and 0.99 Tk respectively. From this information we calculated rework 

and recheck time that is saved from reduction in uncut thread and also calculated rework 

and recheck related money that is saved from the reduction in uncut thread after the 

improvements. 

The analysis of financial benefits for open seam defect reduction in table 5.9 is similar to 

that of the analysis of financial benefits for uncut thread defect reduction in table 5.8. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 
Forecasting technique selection and minimization of quality defects are very vital for 

every organization. This case study research has extracted an overall scenario of the 

sewing section of the selected garment industry in terms of appropriate forecasting method 

selection and reduction in quality defects. From the study conducted we found that 

seasonal index method of forecasting best fit company’s actual demand. The defects 

related to uncut thread and open seam contributed highest defective garments. Uncut 

thread and open seam percentage with respect to production were 3.12% and 0.559% 

respectively before the solution implementation. After the solution implemented on the 

production floor their respective percentages reduced to 1.48% and 0.2172%. The 

reduction in uncut thread and open seam percentages are 1.64% and 0.3418%. The 

development from previous state for uncut thread defect reduction and open seam defect 

reduction are 52.56% and 61.14% respectively. Demand forecasting is a very important 

input into the capacity planning and control decisions. Without an estimate of the future 

demand it is not possible to plan effectively for future events, only to react to them. From 

demand forecast midterm capacity plan (midterm man power capacity and midterm 

machine capacity) can be calculated. Demand forecasting will be affected due to quality 

defects. Because when recheck and rework are done, it involves extra capacity of man, 

machine and also extra accessories will be consumed with extra time. To get early benefit 

in production, operational and capacity plan demand forecasting is conducted. Due to 

quality defects production, operational and capacity plan will be hampered which will 

create bottleneck in the production process and make the production process unsmooth. By 

considering quality defects in the production process adjustment in capacity plan with 

demand forecast can be done which will enhance capacity plan. So to get proper benefit 

from demand forecasting it is simultaneously necessary to reduce quality defects otherwise 

demand forecasting will be affected and expected benefit from demand forecasting cannot 

be obtained and the work have to complete with extra capacity which will increase cost of 

production and lead time of production. 
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6.2 Recommendations 

This research is concerned with identifying the forecasting method that best fit the selected 

company’s actual demand. Forecasting is not simply a linear function. Various factors 

such as cycles, random variations etc. affect demand. These factors can be identified and 

their effects on forecasting can be determined. Multiple regression analysis can be applied 

to find out the impact of different factors on forecasting. Only two types of defects are 

considered during analysis for quality improvement. Other types of defects can also be 

considered in this context for quality improvement. Capacity planning and adjustments 

can be done practically in future by considering demand forecast and quality control in 

production floor. 
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